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Summary for policymakers 
This project identified a variety of insights for Canadian policymakers related to 

investment in electricity storage technologies, the development of Canada’s electricity 

system and decarbonization in general. It did so by simulating different future 

scenarios for Canada’s energy system, which vary in assumptions about battery 

storage availability, dispatchable load availability, solar capacity factor, level of 

electrification, availability of new nuclear power, and the carbon price. 

Resulting insights have important implications for efforts to achieve a net-zero energy 

system and are based mainly on analysis of three independent variables:   

◼ Implementation of carbon taxes equal to ECCC’s social cost of carbon (SCC). 

◼ Ability for a large portion of electricity load for heating, cooling, and vehicles to be 

dispatchable by 2045. 

◼ Level of electrification, including scenarios where substantial portions of space 

heating is converted to electricity and the entire light-duty vehicle fleet is electrified. 

This summary reviews these insights. It concludes with key uncertainties not captured 

by the modeling exercise and associated opportunities for future research. 

Key findings 

Storage technology 
◼  2-8 hour storage is likely to become a significant component of Canada’s 

electricity system. All scenarios examined in this analysis result in significant levels 

of storage by mid-century consistent with the capabilities of widely deployed lithium-

ion batteries (~4 hours). The benefit of this type of battery is their ability to shift 

wind and solar generation on an intra-day basis at relatively low cost.  

◼ The role of “long-duration storage” (8+ hours) in Canada is uncertain, and the 

market is crowded. While all scenarios result in at least some long-duration storage 

(particularly in western Canada), the need for storage durations consistent with flow 

batteries or other advanced chemistries is greatest in scenarios with an increasing 

carbon price beyond 2022, no dispatchable loads, and greater electrification. In 

these scenarios, the average power-to-energy ratio rises by about 25% (i.e., ~5-6 

hours), showing a potential role for technologies better suited to durations longer 

than 4 hours.  
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◼ There is a role for seasonal storage if costs are low enough to compete with gas 

plants used at low capacities. Long-duration storage displaces the need for 

incremental gas capacity for reliability, though is often not built in favour of low-

capacity factor/simple cycle gas turbines, combined-cycle gas with carbon capture, 

or renewable overbuilding and curtailment across all scenarios. Together, 

overbuilding and curtailment of renewables in the summer and building of gas with 

carbon capture back up in the winter, suggest seasonal storage would be of value.  

Electricity generation technology 
◼ Solar is the primary contributor to new energy supply, with wind and gas 

generation playing large roles as well. Solar generation’s dominance across all 

scenarios is a product of the low levelized costs anticipated for the technology in the 

coming decades, resulting in substantial overbuilding and curtailment of its output 

across scenarios. 

◼ A high carbon price (or sufficiently high incentives) could induce the adoption of 

gas with carbon capture, even at a lower capacity factor. Carbon capture 

technology on combined cycle gas plants was a feature of all scenarios in which the 

carbon price rises to 2050, though none was built when the carbon price remains 

stable at $50/tonne price. In all cases, capacity factors were in the range of ~35%, 

suggesting the primary value of gas is its winter availability and flexibility. Given the 

substantially higher cost of carbon capture, the winter flexibility provided by this 

technology means it could compete with wind and solar.   

◼ Additional firm baseload capacity is cost-ineffective and not needed to ensure 

reliability in Canada. Given the availability of both low-cost storage and variable 

renewables, the analysis found relatively little additional need for firm capacity such 

as run-of-river hydro, nuclear (conventional or small and modular), geothermal 

power, biomass boilers with steam turbines, or high capacity factor gas. This is 

primarily due to existing nuclear and hydroelectric capacity which already plays this 

role and would continue to do so in a low-carbon future. This finding is underscored 

by the low-capacity factor (30%-40%) of gas in all scenarios, including those plants 

fitted with carbon capture technology. 

Economy-wide decarbonization 
◼ Wholesale electricity prices are unlikely to increase in real terms post-2030 

regardless of electrification levels and carbon taxes. While electricity price 

increases are anticipated in most provinces from 2020-2030, results suggest that 

the falling cost of wind and solar alongside energy storage could drive down the 

price in the long term. The largest risk to these reductions in electricity price is a 
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rising carbon price to 2050, as it results in lower gas capacity additions in favour of 

higher cost strategies using different combinations of wind, solar and storage built 

to provide reliability. 

◼ The electricity system presents an opportunity for decarbonization in Canada. Even 

in scenarios without stronger climate policy, total emissions associated with the 

electricity system are lower in 2050 than they are today and fall substantially (30-

80%) on a per kWh basis. At the same time, the supply of low carbon electricity 

increases, enabling decarbonization in other sectors of the economy including 

transport and heating. A rising carbon price does not reduce electricity system 

emissions to zero but leads to negligible emissions of 2-4 Mt in 2050 by inducing 

limited usage of simple cycle gas turbines and deployment of carbon capture 

technologies for incremental combined cycle gas capacity. 

Opportunities for future research 
The following areas represent opportunities for research on the future of Canada’s 

electricity system that were not explored in this analysis: 

◼ The relative value of different chemistries or storage mediums that provide similar 

storage durations. Additional granularity could provide insight into the relative value 

of different storage mediums.  

◼ The impact of extremely low-cost, flexible, and/or cogenerating small modular 

reactors that are designed to target higher value use cases such as combined heat 

and power (i.e., cogeneration) and load flexibility. 

◼ The impact of significant but uncertain new sources of electricity demand such as 

full electrification of space heat and freight transport, deeper levels of industrial 

electrification, or adoption of direct air capture technology. 

◼ The relative cost and availability of additional demand response and other 

distributed energy resources. Given the sensitivity of key variables to the availability 

of this capability, the potential for dispatchable load is an important area of future 

inquiry. 

◼ The value of new transmission lines. This analysis did not examine the potential for 

new transmission lines to be constructed between provinces or with the US (beyond 

those currently planned).  

◼ The potential change in electricity prices associated with distribution level costs. 

This analysis employed a wholesale-level model, meaning it only reflects the cost of 

delivering electricity via transmission lines into local distribution networks.  
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◼ The potential of adding additional hydroelectric capacity at existing sites. This 

opportunity was not included in this analysis. 

◼ Value of wind, solar, and storage using a probabilistic approach. This analysis was 

deterministic, meaning the full complexity of the variance of wind and solar power 

alongside other power sources was not captured. 

◼ The potential to reduce emissions from cogeneration. This study relied on a 

simplified assumption that demand for gas-fired cogeneration is fixed to industrial 

growth. Future work could examine the response of cogeneration to electricity 

sector and decarbonization policy.  
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1. Introduction 
Energy storage technologies may be important for reducing greenhouse gas emissions 

in Canada because they can facilitate greater use of intermittent renewable electricity 

generation. As well, the production and management of energy storage is an emerging 

market. Nurturing this market within Canada may offer an opportunity to grow 

Canada’s economy and increase its high-tech exports. Given these opportunities, it is 

important to understand the future market for energy storage, which in this study, 

refers to technologies that store electricity (i.e., have electricity both as an input and 

output). 

Energy storage can allow greater use of renewable electricity generation by ensuring 

that electricity grids remain “flexible”, meaning grid operators can always balance 

electricity supply and demand within their region. Currently, flexibility primarily comes 

from dispatchable generation (e.g., hydro, fossil fuel-fired generation) such that grid 

operators can increase generation when electricity demand is rising and decrease 

generation as it declines. Similarly, electricity trade can also be used to balance a grid. 

However, balancing supply and demand becomes increasingly difficult when there is 

more non-dispatchable generation capacity such as solar and wind power. In this case, 

the grid is less “flexible” and grid operators may at times have a surplus of electricity, 

which has no value, or they may not be able to reliably satisfy demand. Energy storage 

can restore grid flexibility by creating a demand for what was previously surplus 

electricity and creating an additional source of dispatchable electricity supply. 

The current and future market for energy storage will be a function of the costs and 

revenue streams for storage. While energy storage can facilitate the use of renewable 

energy, it can also provide other grid services such as managing peak load or 

transmission congestion. The business case created by these factors will vary by 

storage technology, the services provided by each storage technology, and the market 

segment and regions in which they are used. Therefore, it is important to define:  

◼ The attributes of the leading commercialized energy storage technologies. 

◼ The grid “flexibility” services provided by these technologies that create value or 

revenue. 

◼ The market signals that incentivize investment in energy storage by market segment 

and region. 
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◼ The current and future characteristics of the grids in which energy storage may 

operate.  

Given these variables, what is the market potential for energy storage? How much will 

be adopted, what kind, offering what services, and by what market segments and in 

what regions? How is this affected by barriers to the adoption of storage? Can this 

market adoption be affected by federal government policy? 

This study will help answer these questions, where its objectives are to: 

1. Identify and describe energy storage technologies that could be deployed in 

Canada (Chapter 2). 

2. Characterize the current energy storage market in Canada (Chapter 3) in terms of 

its size, near-term growth potential (next 2-3 years), characteristics of the 

provincial electricity markets in which storage will operate, and the suppliers of 

storage technology to the Canadian market. 

3. Simulate the potential adoption and value of energy storage through mid-century 

(Chapter 4) within the Canadian electricity system (comprised of provincial 

electricity grids/systems) under a variety of assumptions about future greenhouse 

gas (GHG) reduction policy and technology costs and performance. 
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2. Overview of energy storage 
technologies 
This Chapter identifies and describes energy storage technologies that could be 

deployed in Canada. It is structured as follows: 

◼ Section 2.1 introduces key definitions and concepts of energy storage. 

◼ Section 2.2 provides an overview of specific energy storage technologies. 

◼ Section 2.3 discusses alternatives to energy storage. 

2.1. Energy storage definitions and 
concepts 

This section defines the characteristics used to describe energy storage technologies 

and the services that can be provided by them.  

2.1.1. Energy storage characteristics 

Table 1 below describes the parameters used to characterize energy storage 

technologies in section 2.2. 

Table 1: Parameters used to characterize energy storage systems 

Parameter Description Units Source 

Energy installation 

costs 

Also referred to as energy costs in this 
document, is the cost of a technology per kWh 

of storage capacity. This also includes 

construction and commissioning costs. 

2019 CAD/kWh 
IRENA 

2017; US 

DOE 2019 

Maximum cost 

reduction 

Maximum expected installation cost reduction 
found in the literature reviewed for this report 

in %. Further cost reductions may be possible. 

% reduction from 

2020 levels 

IRENA 

2017; US 

DOE 2019 

Storage capacity 
The maximum amount of energy that can be 

stored in an installed energy storage system. 

watt-hour 
(typically kWh or 

MWh) 

ARUP 2012; 

IEA 2014; 

IRENA 

2017; 
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Parameter Description Units Source 

Power capacity 

The maximum amount of power drawn when 
the energy storage system charges or 
discharges. Also referred to as discharge 

capacity. 

watt (typically kW, 

MW, or GW). 

ARUP 2012; 

IEA 2014; 

IRENA 

2017; 

Roundtrip 

efficiency 

Some losses occur when an energy storage 
system charges and discharges. The roundtrip 

efficiency calculates how much of the energy 
consumed during the charge can be used 

during discharge. 

ratio (%) 
IRENA 

2017; US 

DOE 2019 

Power density 
The amount of maximum power that can be 

discharged by the system per unit volume. 

watt per litre 

(W/L) 
IRENA 2017 

Energy density 
The amount of maximum energy that can be 

stored by the system per unit of volume. 

watt-hour per litre 

(Wh/L) 
IRENA 2017 

Lifetime cycling 

capacity 

Number of times an energy storage system 
can charge and discharge before its ability to 
store energy deteriorates to below 80% of 

original capacity (assumed for all technologies 

and not just batteries). 

# of cycles 
IRENA 

2017; US 

DOE 2019 

Self-discharge rate 

The portion of energy stored that is depleted 
over time when a charged system is not being 

used. 

% depletion/time 
(time unit varies 

by technology)  

IRENA 2017 

Discharge time 
The amount of time an energy storage system 
can discharge its storage capacity at its 

maximum rated power capacity. 

categories: 
seconds, 
minutes, hours, 

days 

ARUP 2012; 

IEA 2014; 

IRENA 

2017; US 

DOE 2019 

Response time 
The amount of time the technology takes to 

deliver its maximum rated power capacity 

categories: 
seconds, 

minutes, hours, 

days 

ARUP 2012; 

IEA 2014; 

IRENA 

2017; US 

DOE 2019 

Market segment 

The market segments that would find value in 
installing the energy storage technology. These 
include the (1) grid market, (2) the industrial, 

commercial, and institutional (ICI) market, and 

(3) the residential market. 

categories: grid, 

ICI, residential 
IRENA 2017 
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Parameter Description Units Source 

State of 

commercialization 

Some technologies are still being developed; 
others have been used for decades. 
Technologies that are in the research and 

development (R&D) stage have yet to be 
deployed outside a lab. Demonstration and 

deployment (D&D) is the stage in which a 
technology is starting to be deployed in 

demonstration projects, typically with public 
funding. The commercial stage is when the 

technology is being sold on the market but can 
still experience technological improvements. A 

technology reaches its mature stage when it 
has been widely deployed and is no longer 

expected to be improved upon. 

categories: R&D, 
D&D, 

commercial, 

mature 

IEA 2014; 

IRENA 2017 

Maximum storage 

duration 

The time over which the storage technology is 
typically used for. For example. low energy 

storage capacity technologies with high self-
discharge rates are typically used for durations 

lasting less than an hour. High energy storage 
technologies with low self-discharge rates can 

be used for duration lasting multiple months.  

categories: < 
hour, < day, < 

month, seasonal 

ARUP 2012; 

IRENA 2017 

Description sources: ARUP. (2012). Five-minute guide: Electricity Storage Technologies. Available here; Ibrahim et 

al. (2008). Energy storage systems – Characteristics and comparisons. Available here; IEA. (2014). Technology 

Roadmap: Energy Storage. Available here; IRENA. (2017). Electricity storage and renewables: costs and markets to 

2030. Available here; NREL. (2019). Grid-Scale Battery Storage Frequently Asked Questions. Available here. 

  

https://www.arup.com/perspectives/publications/research/section/five-minute-guide-to-electricity-storage
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1364032107000238
https://www.iea.org/reports/technology-roadmap-energy-storage
https://www.irena.org/publications/2017/Oct/Electricity-storage-and-renewables-costs-and-markets
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy19osti/74426.pdf
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2.1.2. Energy storage services 

Table 2 provides a list of energy storage services that can be delivered, categorized by 

type. The market segments in which these services are delivered are also identified. 

These include the (1) grid market, (2) industrial, commercial, and institutional (ICI) 

market, and (3) residential market. 

Table 2: Energy storage system possible service delivery 

Service 
Market 

segment 

Size 

(MW) 

Discharge 

duration 
Description 

Bulk energy services 

Arbitrage Grid 
100 to 

2,000 

8 hours to 

24 hours 

Trading in electricity markets by storing 
energy when prices are low and supplying it 

when prices are high. 

Electricity 

supply capacity 
Grid 

500 to 

2,000 

Days to 

months 

Energy storage systems can be used instead 
of new peaking power plants to meet peak 

energy demand.  

Ancillary services 

Regulation Grid 
1 to 

2,000 

1 minute 
to 15 

minutes 

Energy storage systems can supply electricity 
needed to address issues that arise when the 

scheduled and actual electrical generation 

are different within a control area of the grid. 

Load following Grid 
1 to 

2,000 

15 
minutes to 

1 day 

Energy storage systems can be useful in 
balancing electricity supply and demand at 
the minute-level by absorbing excess supply 

and discharging when demand requirements 

exceed supply. 

Reserves Grid 
10 to 

2,000 

15 
minutes to 

2 hours 

Electricity reserve are an essential 
component of the grid. They ensure that 
supply is readily available in case of an 

unexpected failure in the grid system (e.g., 
generating unit goes offline, transmission line 

trips, or any other electrical element failure) 
or a failure to accurately forecast load over a 

given period. Energy storage systems could 

act as a grid reserve option. 
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Service 
Market 

segment 

Size 

(MW) 

Discharge 

duration 
Description 

Renewable 

integration 
Grid 

1 to 

400 

1 minute 

to hours 

Energy storage systems can help “smooth” 
the intermittent power supply of variable 

renewable energy sources like wind and solar 
photovoltaic. When providing power, storage 

provides reserve capacity to address 
uncertainty in variable renewable energy 

generation. It could also help match 
misalignments between renewable energy 

supply and grid demand by using excess 
power If this the need to turn down thermal 

generating units, preventing higher operating 
and maintenance costs and lower energy 

efficiency that can result from part load-
operation. For hydro power, it can help 

stabilize stream flows downstream from 

dams. 

Voltage 

support 
Grid 

1 to 

40 

1 second 
to 1 

minute 

Energy storage systems can supply power to 
the grid to offset undesired changes to grid 
voltage levels, which inevitably result from 

electricity consumption. 

Black start Grid 
0.1 to 

400 

1 hour to 4 

hours 

Energy storage systems can assist in grid 
recovery after a system-wide blackout. They 

can re-energize pre-defined transmission and 
distribution grid sections and provide startup 

power to generators. 

Frequency 

response 
Grid 

1 to 

2,000 

1 minute 
to 15 

minutes 

Energy storage systems can help correct real-
time momentary imbalances between supply 

and demand, which would otherwise cause 
unwanted frequency changes in the grid 

system. 

Transmission infrastructure services 

Transmission 
upgrade 

deferral 

Grid 
1 to 

500 

2 hours to 

5 hours 

Energy storage systems can support a 
strained transmission system and give 
utilities more time to build or completely 

avoid the extra transmission infrastructure 

needed. 

Transmission 
congestion 

relief 

Grid 
10 to 

500 

2 hours to 

4 hours 

Applicable to competitive electricity markets, 
where least cost-supply options could 
converge onto a single transmission pathway 

and congest it, leading to undesired price 
gouging from suppliers. Energy storage 

systems could help manage such events by 
decreasing peak demand in the area causing 

the congestion. 
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Service 
Market 

segment 

Size 

(MW) 

Discharge 

duration 
Description 

Distribution infrastructure services 

Distribution 
upgrade 

deferral 

Grid 
1 to 

500 

2 hours to 

5 hours 

Energy storage systems can support a 
strained distribution section of the grid and 

give utilities more time to build or completely 
avoid the extra distribution infrastructure 

needed. 

Voltage 

support 
Grid 

1 to 

40 

1 second 
to 1 

minute 

Energy storage systems can supply power to 
the grid to offset undesired changes to 

distribution-level voltage, which inevitably 

result from electricity consumption.  

Customer services 

Power 

reliability 
ICI 

0.001 
to 

0.01 

3 hours to 

5 hours 

Energy storage systems can be relied upon to 

reduce or eliminate power outages. 

Power quality ICI 
0.001 

to 1 

1 second 

to minute 

Energy storage systems can improve and 
regulate inconsistent power quality supplied 

by the grid. 

TOU charge 

reduction 

Residential; 

ICI 

0.001 

to 1 

1 hour to 4 

hours 

An electricity consumer can reduce energy 
bills by installing an energy storage system 

that discharges electricity during time-of-use 
hours that was charged during off-peak 

hours. 

Demand 
charge 

reduction 

Residential; 

ICI 

0.001 

to 1 

minutes to 

hours 

An electricity consumer can reduce energy 
bills with an energy storage system by 

avoiding the extra charges associated with 

high power draws from the grid. 

Increased self-
sufficiency with 

solar PV 

Residential; 

ICI 

0.001 
to 

0.01 

3 hours to 

5 hours 

For customers that want to reduce their 
dependence on the grid or that are off-grid, 
they can install energy storage systems with 

solar panels to become self-sufficient. 

Sources: International Energy Agency. (2014). Technology Roadmap: Energy Storage. Available here. Balducci et al. 

(2018). Assigning value to energy storage systems at multiple points in an electrical grid. Available here; NRC. 

(2017). Canadian energy storage report: 2017 case study for the Alberta market. Provided by NRCan. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.iea.org/reports/technology-roadmap-energy-storage
https://www.osti.gov/pages/biblio/1440273
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2.2. Technology overview 
This section describes different energy storage technologies and their characteristics. 

It focuses on storage technologies in which electricity is both an input and an output. 

Technologies are grouped into the following categories: mechanical energy, 

electrochemical and electrical. Table 3 provides a summary of the technologies 

covered. 

Table 3: Energy storage technologies included 

Type Technology 

Mechanical energy storage 

Pumped-storage hydro 

Compressed air energy storage 

Flywheel energy storage 

Gravity storage 

Electrochemical storage 

Batteries 

Lead-acid batteries 
Flooded 

Valve-regulated 

High-temperature batteries 
Sodium Sulphur 

Sodium Nickel Chloride 

Li-ion batteries 

Nickel manganese cobalt 

Nickel cobalt aluminum 

Iron phosphate 

Titanate 

Battery second use 

Fuel cells 
Flow batteries 

Vanadium redox 

Zinc-bromine 

Hydrogen fuel cells 

Electrical storage 
Supercapacitors 

Superconductive magnet energy storage 

Unless otherwise specified, the following sources were used to characterize each 

technology: ARUP 2012, IEA 2014, IRENA 2017, and US DOE 20191. 

 

1 ARUP. (2012). Five minute guide to Electricity Storage. Available here; International Energy Agency. (2014). Technology 

Roadmap: Energy Storage. Available here; International Renewable Energy Agency. (2017). Electricity storage and 

renewables: Costs and markets to 2030. Available here; US Department of Energy. (2019). Energy Storage Technology and 

Cost Characterization Report. Available here. 

https://www.arup.com/perspectives/publications/research/section/five-minute-guide-to-electricity-storage
https://www.iea.org/reports/technology-roadmap-energy-storage
https://www.irena.org/publications/2017/Oct/Electricity-storage-and-renewables-costs-and-markets
https://www.osti.gov/biblio/1573487-energy-storage-technology-cost-characterization-report
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2.2.1. Mechanical energy storage 

Mechanical energy storage systems transform electricity into potential, kinetic, or 

thermal energy storage that can be released back as electricity on demand. Four 

technologies are covered in this section: pumped-storage hydro, compressed air 

energy storage, flywheel energy storage, and gravity storage. 

Pumped-storage hydro 

Pumped-storage hydro (PSH) Parameter Value 

Technology description Installed energy 

cost 
$140-260/kWh 

Pumped-storage hydro (PSH) is the oldest form of energy 
storage technology and is the most widely adopted globally. 

Energy is stored by harnessing the energy of water movement 
between two reservoirs. When charging, a pump moves water 

from a lower reservoir to an upper reservoir. When discharging, 
a turbine generates electricity by spinning with the force of 

water flowing down from the upper reservoir to the lower 

reservoir. 

Maximum cost 

reduction 
0% 

Power capacity 100-3,000 MW 

Storage capacity 
up to 24,000 

GWh 

Roundtrip 

efficiency 
65-85% 

Power density < 1 W/L 

Opportunities Challenges Energy density < 2 Wh/L 

• Mature technology 

• Cheap energy cost 

• Long lifetime 

• Large-scale 

• Long duration storage 

• Moderate to high efficiency 

• Geographically constrained 

• High initial investment costs 

due to size 

• Slower response time than 

other storage technologies 

Lifetime cycling 
10,000-

100,000 cycles 

Self-discharge 

rate 
negligible 

Discharge time hours 

Depth of 

discharge 
80-100% 

Services 

• Arbitrage 

• Load following 

• Renewable integration 

• Electricity supply capacity 

• Reserves 

Response time minutes 

Market segment grid-scale 

Stages of commercialization 
R&D D&D Commercial Mature 

   ▲ 

Maximum storage duration 
< day < week < month seasonal 

   ▲ 
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Compressed air energy storage 

Compressed air energy storage (CAES) Parameter Value 

Technology description 
Installed energy 

cost 
$120-330/kWh 

Compressed air energy storage (CAES) uses hot pressurized air 
to store energy. An electrical compressor forces outside air into 

a reservoir at pressures between 4 and 8 MPa (40 to 80 times 
the ambient air pressure). Electricity is then re-generated by 

spinning a turbine with hot compressed air, which has been 
heated with natural gas. An emerging emissions-free advanced 

adiabatic CAES technology has been developed, in which waste 
heat collected during the compression stage replaces natural 
gas. The pressurized air is typically stored in salt-caverns or 

depleted gas fields instead of dedicated metal reservoirs to 
lower costs. CAES systems have been deployed in limited 

numbers for decades throughout the world. 

Maximum cost 

reduction 
up to 15% 

Power capacity 5 to 300 MW 

Storage capacity Up to 250 GWh 

Roundtrip 

efficiency 
60-80% 

Power density < 1 W/L 

Opportunities Challenges Energy density 2-6 Wh/L 

• Cheap energy cost 

• Long lifetime 

• Large-scale 

• Long duration storage 

• Moderate to high efficiency 

• Geographically constrained 

• High initial investment costs 

due to size 

• CO2 emissions 

Lifetime cycling 
10,000-

100,000 cycles 

Self-discharge 

rate 
negligible 

Discharge time hours 

Depth of 

discharge 
35-50% 

Services 

• Arbitrage 

• Load following 

• Renewable integration 

• Electricity supply capacity 

• Reserves 

Response time minutes 

Market segment grid-scale 

Stages of commercialization 
R&D D&D Commercial Mature 

     ▲ 

Maximum storage duration 
< day < week < month seasonal 

   ▲ 
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Flywheel energy storage 

Flywheel energy storage (FES) Parameter Value 

Technology description 
Installed energy 

cost 
$5,700-

15,200/kWh 

Flywheel energy storage (FES) uses the spinning motion of a 
rotor, the flywheel, to store and deliver energy. An electrical 
machine, acting as a motor, spins the flywheel when excess 

electricity is available to charge the system. Electricity is then 
discharged when the same electrical machine, now acting as a 

generator, is spun by the flywheel. Flywheels are enclosed in 
vacuums and are supported by magnetic bearings to minimize 

any air and contact friction that may decrease their spinning 

speed and cause them to lose energy. 

Maximum cost 

reduction 
up to 35% 

Power capacity up to 20 MW 

Storage capacity up to 30 kWh 

Roundtrip 

efficiency 
85-90% 

Power density 
5,000-10,000 

W/L 

Opportunities Challenges Energy density 20-200 Wh/L 

• Rapid electricity discharge 

capability 

• Long lifetime 

• Low maintenance requirements 

• High efficiency 

• Very high-power density 

• Expensive 

• High self-discharge rates 

• Limited service applications 

Lifetime cycling 
up to 1 million 

cycles 

Self-discharge 

rate 

100%/day 

(15%/hour) to 

20%/day 

Discharge time minutes 

Depth of 

discharge 
75-90% 

Services 

• Regulation 

• Frequency response 

• Voltage support 

• Power quality 

Response time seconds 

Market segment grid-scale; ICI 

Stages of commercialization 
R&D D&D Commercial Mature 

                          ▲  

Maximum storage duration 
< day < week < month seasonal 

▲    
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Gravity storage 

Gravity storage Parameter Value 

Technology description 
Installed energy 

cost 
N/A 

Gravity storage is an emerging technology that has generated 
interest since the mid-2010s. While pumped-hydro storage is a 

gravity storage system, this section focusses on designs that 
center around the vertical movement of a solid mass object or 

heavy block. Electric machines, acting as motors, lift the object 
to a higher elevation when electricity is available. These 

machines, acting instead as generators, produce electricity 

when the object is dropped. 

Some concepts, like Energy Vault, are characterized by a crane 
structure that stacks cement blocks vertically when charging 

and drops them off at ground-level around itself when 
discharging. EarthPumpStore and Gravitricity2, repurpose mine 

shafts to oscillate a heavy object inside their vertical tunnels as 
energy is charged and discharged. Other examples include zip-

lining bags filled with sand along mountain slopes, electric 

trains moving up and down a hill3, amongst other designs. 

Companies that are developing these technologies claim that 

the installed cost will be substantially (~40%) lower than 
pumped-hydro storage. However, independent and peer-

reviewed data has yet to emerge. 

Maximum cost 

reduction 
N/A 

Power capacity N/A 

Storage capacity N/A 

Roundtrip 

efficiency 
> 80% claimed 

Power density N/A 

Energy density N/A 

Lifetime cycling N/A 

Self-discharge 

rate 
N/A 

Opportunities Challenges 
Discharge time 

minutes to 

hours 
• Cheap energy cost 

• Long lifetime 

• Large-scale 

• Long duration storage 

• Moderate to high efficiency 

• Rapid electricity discharge 

capability 

• Emerging technology yet to be 

deployed 

• Geographically constrained in 

some cases 
Depth of 

discharge 
up to 100% 

Services 
Response time seconds 

• Arbitrage 

• Load following 

• Renewable integration 

• Regulation 

• Electricity supply capacity 

• Reserves 

• Frequency response Market segment grid-scale 

Stages of commercialization 
R&D D&D Commercial Mature 

  ▲   

Maximum storage duration 
< day < week < month seasonal 

   ▲ 

 

2 https://www.gravitricity.com/; https://www.wsset.org/docs/articles/deep-storage.pdf 

3 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0360544219321140; https://www.aresnorthamerica.com/about-

ares-north-america 

https://www.gravitricity.com/
https://www.wsset.org/docs/articles/deep-storage.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0360544219321140
https://www.aresnorthamerica.com/about-ares-north-america
https://www.aresnorthamerica.com/about-ares-north-america
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2.2.2. Electrochemical storage 

Batteries 

Batteries are electrochemical cells that store chemical energy and convert it to 

electrical energy. When discharging or supplying electricity, electrons flow from a 

negative electrode (the anode) to a positive electrode (the cathode) through an electric 

circuit. A chemical reaction balances the flow of electrons when positively charged 

chemical elements, known as ions, flow from the cathode (+) to the anode (–) through 

an electrolyte medium4. In rechargeable batteries, like the ones covered here, the 

process is reversed when electricity flows into the electrochemical cell to restore the 

chemical conditions of the charged battery state. 

Many different types of batteries exist, only the ones that show promising stationary 

energy storage applications are covered in this section. The three types identified are: 

◼ Lead-acid batteries. First developed in the late 19th century, lead acid batteries are 

the oldest battery technology. Multiple variants exist, the two most widely used, 

flooded acid and valve-regulated lead acid batteries, are described. 

◼ Molten salt batteries. Characterized by one or two salt-based molten electrodes 

separated by an electrolyte, these batteries operate at temperatures above 250°C. 

Two types are included here: sodium sulfphur and sodium nickel chloride. 

◼ Lithium-ion batteries. Lithium-based batteries are widely used in consumer 

electronics and appliance applications, thanks to their high energy densities and 

high efficiencies. Five lithium-ion based are considered for stationary applications: 

lithium nickel manganese cobalt, lithium nickel cobalt aluminum, lithium iron 

phosphate, lithium titanate, and repurposed electric vehicle batteries. 

Flow batteries are included in the fuel cell section because their electrochemical 

operation more closely resembles them. 

  

 

4 Australian Academy of Science. (2020). How a battery works. Available here. 

https://www.science.org.au/curious/technology-future/batteries
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Lead-acid batteries  

Flooded lead acid batteries (LAB) Parameter Value 

Technology description 
Installed energy 

cost 
$370-640/kWh 

Flooded lead acid batteries consist of a lead dioxide (PbO2) 
cathode (+) and a lead (Pb) anode (–) submerged in a liquid 

sulphuric acid (H2SO4) electrolyte solution in its charged state. 
The battery is discharged when the acid electrochemically 

reacts with both electrodes to form lead sulphate (PbSO4). The 
reaction is reversed when the battery returns to its charged 

state. Water needs to be regularly added to the electrolytic 
solution due to hydrogen gas formation in the negative 

electrode (which also results in O2 escape from the solution). 
Advanced lead-carbon batteries address this issue by adding 

carbon to the negative electrode, which provides the battery 
with longer life and faster charging speeds. The cost variation 

shown in this table is for advanced lead designs. 

Maximum cost 

reduction 
up to 50% 

Power capacity up to 40 MW 

Storage capacity up to 50 MWh 

Roundtrip 

efficiency 
70-85% 

Power density 10-700 W/L 

Energy density 50-100 Wh/L 

Opportunities Challenges 
Lifetime cycling 

250-2,500 

cycles • Mature technology 

• Low cost for batteries 

• Established recycling infrastructure 

• Rapid response 

• Low self-discharge rate 

• High efficiency 

• High power density 

• Asymmetrical charging (fast 

discharge, slow charge) 

• Made with toxic materials, 

requiring special ventilation 

• Low lifetime cycling 

• Low energy density 

• Requires regular water 

addition due to gassing that 

results from hydrogen 

formation in negative 

electrode 

Self-discharge 

rate 
0.1%-0.4%/day 

Discharge time 
seconds to 

minutes 

Depth of 

discharge 
50-60% 

Services 
Response time seconds 

• Regulation 

• Voltage support 

• Frequency response 

• All distribution infrastructure 

services 

• Renewable integration 

• Black start 

• All transmission infrastructure 

services 

• All customer services 

Market segment grid-scale; ICI 

Stages of commercialization 
R&D D&D Commercial Mature 

     ▲ 

Maximum storage duration 
< day < week < month seasonal 

  ▲  
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Valve regulated lead acid batteries (VRLA) Parameter Value 

Technology description 
Installed energy 

cost 
$370-640/kWh 

Like flooded lead acid batteries, valve regulated lead-acid 
batteries feature a lead dioxide (PbO2) positive electrode and a 

lead (Pb) negative electrode separated by a sulphuric acid 
(H2SO4) electrolyte. But they differ from flooded lead acid 
batteries in two ways: (1) the water-based electrolyte solution is 

thickened with gel or fiberglass, (2) a pressure-regulated valve 
controls the amount of solution gasses that leave the battery. 

Both measures are designed to reduce maintenance required 
for water addition. The cost variation shown in this table is for 

advanced lead designs. 

Maximum cost 

reduction 
up to 50% 

Power capacity up to 40 MW 

Storage capacity up to 50 MWh 

Roundtrip 

efficiency 
70-85% 

Power density 10-700 W/L 

Opportunities Challenges Energy density 50-100 Wh/L 

• Mature technology 

• Low cost for batteries 

• Established recycling infrastructure 

• Rapid response 

• Low self-discharge rate 

• Low maintenance 

• Temperature sensitivity 

• Needs to be stored in charged 

state (50% or over) 

• Low lifetime cycling 

• Asymmetrical charging (fast 

discharge, slow charge) 

Lifetime cycling 
250-2,500 

cycles 

Self-discharge 

rate 
0.1%-0.4%/day 

Discharge time 
seconds to 

minutes 

Depth of 

discharge 
50-60% 

Services 
Response time seconds 

• Regulation 

• Voltage support 

• Frequency response 

• All distribution infrastructure 

services 

• Renewable integration 

• Black start 

• All transmission infrastructure 

services 

• All customer services 

Market segment 
grid-scale; ICI; 

residential 

Stages of commercialization 
R&D D&D Commercial Mature 

   ▲ 

Maximum storage duration 
< day < week < month seasonal 

  ▲  
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High-temperature batteries 

Sodium sulphur (NaS) Parameter Value 

Technology description 
Installed energy 

cost 
$670-

1,510/kWh 
Sodium sulphur batteries, also referred to as NaS batteries, 
consist of a molten sodium anode (–) and a molten sulphur 

cathode (+) separated by a solid beta aluminium electrolyte. 
Sodium ions flow to the sulphur electrode, forming sodium 

polysulphide when discharging. The reaction is reversed when 
the battery is charging. The operating temperature of NaS 

battery is between 300 and 350°C. The technology has mostly 
been deployed in grid-scale applications in Japan since the 

1990s. Lower temperature variants are being developed to 

address safety and operating costs concerns. 

Maximum cost 

reduction 
up to 55% 

Power capacity up to 50 MW 

Storage capacity up to 250 MWh 

Roundtrip 

efficiency 
75-80% 

Power density 120-160 W/L 

Opportunities Challenges Energy density 140-300 Wh/L 

• Compact design that allows large-

scale applications 

• Highly recyclable (up to 99%) 

• High depth of discharge 

• Low maintenance 

• High efficiency 

• Requires high heat 

• High annual operating cost of 

$40 to 70/kW to maintain 

heat (2017 USD) 

• Safety concerns with high 

temperature and reactivity of 

components 

• Corrosion issues limit lifetime 

cycling 

Lifetime cycling 
1,000-10,000 

cycles 

Self-discharge 

rate 
< 0.5% per day 

Discharge time hours 

Depth of 

discharge 
up to 100% 

Services 
Response time seconds 

• Regulation 

• Voltage support 

• Frequency response 

• All distribution infrastructure 

services 

• Renewable integration 

• Black start 

• All transmission infrastructure 

services 
Market segment grid-scale 

Stages of commercialization 
R&D D&D Commercial Mature 

  ▲  

Maximum storage duration 
< day < week < month seasonal 

 ▲   
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Sodium nickel chloride (ZEBRA) Parameter Value 

Technology description 
Installed energy 

cost 
$820-

1,500/kWh Sodium nickel chloride batteries operate in a similar fashion to 
NaS batteries. The anode (–) consists of molten sodium, the 

cathode (+) is solid nickel, and the electrolyte is sodium 
tetrachloroaluminate. The anode and electrolyte, both liquids, 

are separated by a solid ceramic. When the battery is 
discharging, sodium ions flow to the cathode to form nickel 

chloride. The operating temperature is between 250 and 
350°C. The technology was developed for mobile applications 

in the 1980’s but is now primarily being explored for stationary 
applications. Lower temperature variants are under 

development to address operating costs concerns. 

Maximum cost 

reduction 
up to 60% 

Power capacity up to 50 MW 

Storage capacity up to 250 MWh 

Roundtrip 

efficiency 
85% 

Power density 150-270 W/L 

Opportunities Challenges Energy density 150-280 Wh/L 

• Compact relative to other grid-

scale batteries 

• Good pulse power capability 

• Large-scale capability 

• Low maintenance 

• High efficiency 

• Lower fire risk than NaS 

• Requires high heat 

• High annual operating costs 

to maintain heat 

• Corrosion issues limit lifetime 

Lifetime cycling 
1,000-7,500 

cycles 

Self-discharge 

rate 
< 5% per day 

Discharge time hours 

Depth of 

discharge 
up to 100% 

Services 
Response time seconds 

• Regulation 

• Voltage support 

• Frequency response 

• All distribution infrastructure 

services 

• Renewable integration 

• Black start 

• All transmission infrastructure 

services 
Market segment grid-scale 

Stages of commercialization 
R&D D&D Commercial Mature 

               ▲  

Maximum storage duration 
< day < week < month seasonal 

 ▲   
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Li-ion batteries  

Lithium is used in many battery configurations, only those that have the potential to be 

used in stationary energy storage applications are covered here. These include the 

lithium battery designs that feature a liquid lithium-ion electrolyte. The batteries 

covered in this section are lithium nickel manganese cobalt, lithium nickel cobalt 

aluminum, lithium iron phosphate, lithium titanate, and battery second use 

(repurposed electric vehicle batteries). 

Lithium nickel manganese cobalt (NMC) Parameter Value 

Technology description 
Installed energy 

cost 
$400-570/kWh 

Like all the lithium-ion batteries covered in this report, lithium 
nickel manganese cobalt (NMC) batteries use a liquid lithium-

ion electrolyte. The lithium ions flow from a cathode (+) 
composed of nickel, cobalt and manganese to a graphite anode 
(–) when charging. The electrochemical reaction is reversed 

when discharging. The cathode composition was discovered 
when scientists were researching ways to reduce cobalt 

presence in early lithium ion battery designs. While the NMC 
combination reduced cobalt use by 30%, it also turned out to be 

safer, more stable, and with higher power density. The 
technology is currently mostly used for small applications like 

power tools as well as larger applications like electric vehicles. 

But it has also been used for stationary storage. 

Maximum cost 

reduction 
up to 60% 

Power capacity up to 570 MW 

Storage capacity 
up to 2,300 

MWh 

Roundtrip 

efficiency 
85-95% 

Power density 
100-10,000 

W/L 

Opportunities Challenges Energy density 200-750 Wh/L 

• No battery memory (storage 

capacity is not reduced if battery is 

recharged at higher state-of-

charge) 

• Very high efficiency 

• Very high energy density 

• Very high power density 

• Moderate lifetime cycling 

relative to other Li-ion 

batteries 

• Safety concerns 

Lifetime cycling 
500-4,000 

cycles 

Self-discharge 

rate 
up to 

8%/month 

Discharge time hours 

Depth of 

discharge 
90% 

Services 
Response time seconds 

• Regulation 

• Load following 

• Voltage support 

• Frequency response 

• All distribution infrastructure 

services 

• Renewable integration 

• Reserves 

• Black start 

• All transmission infrastructure 

services 

• All customer services 

Market segment 
grid-scale; ICI; 

residential 

Stages of commercialization 
R&D D&D Commercial Mature 

  ▲  

Maximum storage duration 
< day < week < month seasonal 

 ▲   
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Lithium nickel cobalt aluminum (NCA) Parameter Value 

Technology description 
Installed energy 

cost 
$400-570/kWh 

In lithium nickel cobalt aluminum (NCA) batteries, the lithium 
ions in the liquid electrolyte react and flow from a lithium nickel 
cobalt aluminum oxide (LiNiCoAlO2) cathode (+) to a graphite 

anode (–) when charging. NCA batteries use even less cobalt 
than NMC batteries, they have higher energy densities, and are 

characterized by longer lifespans than other Li-ion batteries. 
However, their lifetime cycling capability (different from lifetime) 

is more limited and they are less safe than other Li-ion designs. 
All of Tesla’s vehicles currently use NCA batteries co-developed 

with Panasonic. Their use is mostly for mobile applications with 
some stationary deployment, but this may change as 

researchers find ways to improve their performance. 

Maximum cost 

reduction 
up to 60% 

Power capacity up to 570 MW 

Storage capacity 
up to 2,300 

MWh 

Roundtrip 

efficiency 
85-95% 

Power density 
100-10,000 

W/L 

Energy density 200-620 Wh/L 

Opportunities Challenges 
Lifetime cycling 

500-2,000 

cycles • No battery memory (storage 

capacity is not reduced if battery is 

recharged at higher state-of-

charge) 

• Very high efficiency 

• Highest energy density 

• Long lifetime 

• Has yet to be widely applied 

as stationary energy storage 

• Least safe of the Li-ion 

technologies covered 

• Reduced lifetime cycling 

capability 

Self-discharge 

rate 
up to 

8%/month 

Discharge time hours 

Depth of 

discharge 
90-100% 

Services 
Response time seconds 

• Regulation 

• Load following 

• Voltage support 

• Frequency response 

• All distribution infrastructure 

services 

• Renewable integration 

• Reserves 

• Black start 

• All transmission infrastructure 

services 

• All customer services 

Market segment 
grid-scale; ICI; 

residential 

Stages of commercialization 
R&D D&D Commercial Mature 

  ▲  

Maximum storage duration 
< day < week < month seasonal 

 ▲   
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Lithium iron phosphate (LFP) Parameter Value 

Technology description 
Installed energy 

cost 
$400-570/kWh 

Unlike NMC and NCA, lithium iron phosphate (LFP) is a cobalt-
free Li-ion battery technology. The cathode (+) consists of iron 

and phosphate instead, attracting lithium ions from the graphite 
anode (–) when discharging, and losing them when charging. 

The cobalt-free design makes them cheaper, less toxic, and 
more durable at the expense of reduced power discharge and 

energy density. Research is underway to minimize these trade 
offs and improve battery performance. They are better suited 

for stationary energy storage than mobile applications due to 

their lower energy density. 

Maximum cost 

reduction 
up to 60% 

Power capacity up to 570 MW 

Storage capacity 
up to 2,300 

MWh 

Roundtrip 

efficiency 
80-92% 

Power density 
100-10,000 

W/L 

Opportunities Challenges Energy density 200-620 Wh/L 

• No battery memory (storage 

capacity is not reduced if battery is 

recharged at higher state-of-

charge) 

• Very high efficiency 

• Low-cost relative to other Li-ion 

batteries 

• Cathode is non-toxic 

• Durable Li-ion battery 

• Reduced power discharge 

potential relative to other Li-

ion batteries 

• Lower energy density than 

other Li-ion batteries 

• Has yet to be widely applied 

on grid-scale 

Lifetime cycling 
1,000-10,000 

cycles 

Self-discharge 

rate 
up to 

8%/month 

Discharge time hours 

Depth of 

discharge 
90-100% 

Services 
Response time seconds 

• Regulation 

• Load following 

• Voltage support 

• Frequency response 

• All distribution infrastructure 

services 

• Renewable integration 

• Reserves 

• Black start 

• All transmission infrastructure 

services 

• All customer services 

Market segment 
grid-scale; ICI; 

residential 

Stages of commercialization 
R&D D&D Commercial Mature 

               ▲  

Maximum storage duration 
< day < week < month seasonal 

 ▲   
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Lithium titanate (LTO) Parameter Value 

Technology description 
Installed energy 

cost 
$640-

1700/kWh 

Lithium titanate (LTO) batteries replace the graphite anode 
found in all other Li-ion batteries covered in this report with 

titanate. The cathode is variable but is typically nickel 
manganese cobalt or nickel manganese oxide. Titanate is a 

titanium- and oxygen-based salt (TiO3-2) that increases a 
battery’s power discharge potential, improves its chemical 

stability, enables faster charging rates, performs better at low 
temperatures and allows five times more lifetime cycling than 

the most durable graphite anode batteries. However, the 
titanium is extremely expensive and the battery design is 

characterized by lower energy densities. 

Maximum cost 

reduction 
up to 55% 

Power capacity up to 570 MW 

Storage capacity 
up to 2,300 

MWh 

Roundtrip 

efficiency 
98% 

Power density 
100-10,000 

W/L 

Opportunities Challenges Energy density 200-620 Wh/L 

• No battery memory (storage 

capacity is not reduced if battery is 

recharged at higher state-of-

charge) 

• High power potential allows fast 

charging/discharging 

• Highest Li-ion energy efficiency 

• Performs better than other Li-ion 

batteries at low temperature 

• Lower energy density than 

other Li-ion batteries 

• Expensive materials 

Lifetime cycling 
5,000-20,000- 

cycles 

Self-discharge 

rate 
up to 

8%/month 

Discharge time hours 

Depth of 

discharge 
90-100% 

Services 
Response time seconds 

• Regulation 

• Load following 

• Voltage support 

• Frequency response 

• All distribution infrastructure 

services 

• Renewable integration 

• Reserves 

• Black start 

• All transmission infrastructure 

services 

• All customer services 

Market segment 
grid-scale; ICI; 

residential 

Stages of commercialization 
R&D D&D Commercial Mature 

  ▲   

Maximum storage duration 
< day < week < month seasonal 

 ▲   
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Battery second use (B2U)5 Parameter Value 

Technology description 
Installed energy 

cost 
$150-270/kWh 

As of mid-2020, more than 150,000 plug-in electric vehicles 
have been adopted in Canada. Most of these will reach their 
end of life with batteries capable of storing 70% of their initial 

capacity. Repurposing these batteries provides an opportunity 
to access large quantities of energy storage at low costs (we 

estimate as low as $150/kWh installed), to minimize waste by 
reducing new battery deployment, and to generate localized 

economic activity. The market conditions necessary to 
commercialize repurposed electric vehicle batteries will require 

coordination amongst multiple stakeholders including battery 
second use (B2U) manufacturers, automotive and battery 

OEMs, utilities and regulators, as well as research institutions. A 
major market barrier is information gaps on battery degradation 

both during and after automotive use.  

Maximum cost 

reduction 
N/A 

Power capacity up to 570 MW 

Storage capacity 
up to 2,300 

MWh 

Roundtrip 

efficiency 
80-92% 

Power density 
100-10,000 

W/L 

Opportunities Challenges Energy density 140-430 Wh/L 

• Cheap energy storage alternative 

with most of the benefits of 

lithium-ion 

• Economic opportunity 

• Environmental solution 

• High power density 

• Relatively high energy density 

• The commercialization of 

repurposed batteries will 

require overcoming important 

market barriers 

• Low lifetime cycling capability 

• Limited depth of discharge 

• More limited use than new 

lithium-ion batteries 

Lifetime cycling 
100-1,500 

cycles 

Self-discharge 

rate 
up to 

8%/month 

Discharge time hours 

Depth of 

discharge 
50-60% 

Services 
Response time seconds 

• Regulation 

• Voltage support 

• Frequency response 

• All distribution infrastructure 

services 

• Renewable integration 

• Black start 

• All transmission infrastructure 

services 

• All customer services 

Market segment 
grid-scale; ICI; 

residential 

Stages of commercialization 
R&D D&D Commercial Mature 

  ▲   

Maximum storage duration 
< day < week < month seasonal 

 ▲   

 

  

 

5 National Renewable Energy Laboratory. (2015). Identifying and Overcoming Critical Barriers to Widespread Second Use 

of PEV Batteries. Available here. 

https://www.osti.gov/biblio/1171780-identifying-overcoming-critical-barriers-widespread-second-use-pev-batteries
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Fuel cells 

Like batteries, fuel cells are composed of a positive electrode, the cathode; a negative 

electrode, the anode; and an electrolyte, the membrane separating the two electrodes. 

The difference is that the reacting chemicals are not kept within the cell in which the 

reaction occurs. Instead, they are pumped through the electrodes. Fuel cells are not 

primarily designed to store energy since most fuel cell reactions cannot be reversed. 

For example, if hydrogen is to be used for energy storage, a fuel cell that consumes 

hydrogen and oxygen must be combined with an electrolyser to split the resulting 

water back into hydrogen and oxygen. In such an arrangement, the fuel cell supplies 

electricity and the electrolyser consumes it. 

Chemicals that allow reversible reactions in fuel cells are used in energy storage 

systems called flow batteries. These batteries use two electrolytes, one on the positive 

side and the other on the negative side of the cell, which are stored in separate tanks. 

Electricity charges the battery when electrons flow from the negative electrolyte to the 

positive electrolyte. The electron exchange takes place in an electrochemical cell, 

across a membrane that separates two porous electrodes through which the 

electrolytes are pumped. Because the reaction is reversible, the flow of the electrolytes 

is reversed during discharge. 

This section focusses on two types of flow batteries: vanadium redox and zinc-bromine 

flow batteries; and one type of non-reversible fuel cell: hydrogen. 
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Flow batteries 

Vanadium redox flow batteries (VRFB) Parameter Value 

Technology description 
Installed energy 

cost 
$800-

1,530/kWh Vanadium redox flow batteries (VRFB) store energy by utilizing 
vanadium’s ability to exist in four ion states. When charging, the 

VO2+ ions in the positive electrolyte lose electrons to the 
negative electrolyte to become VO2+. The electrons gained in 

the negative electrolyte convert V3+ into V2+. These oxidation-
reduction (redox) reactions are reversed to supply electricity 

when the pump flow in the electrolyte tanks is reversed. A 
membrane separates the porous carbon electrodes through 
which the electrolytes are pumped, to prevent cross-

contamination between the two tanks. 

VRFBs are a mature technology that can be implemented in 
large-scale applications and have been deployed to support 

grids throughout the world. 

Maximum cost 

reduction 
up to 30% 

Power capacity up to 10 MW 

Storage capacity up to 800 MWh 

Roundtrip 

efficiency 
65-85% 

Power density 1-2 W/L 

Energy density 15-70 Wh/L 

Opportunities Challenges 
Lifetime cycling 

12,000 to 

14,000 cycles • Long lifetime cycling 

• High efficiency 

• Mature flow battery design 

• Long discharge duration 

• High depth of discharge 

• Rapid response times 

• Low energy density 

• Low power density 

• Requires an operating 

temperature range between 

10 and 40°C 

• Expensive materials including 

membrane and vanadium 

Self-discharge 

rate 
0% to 1%/day 

Discharge time hours 

Depth of 

discharge 
up to 100% 

Services 
Response time seconds 

• Regulation 

• Voltage support 

• Frequency response 

• All distribution infrastructure 

services 

• Renewable integration 

• Black start 

• All transmission infrastructure 

services 

• All customer services 

Market segment grid-scale; ICI 

Stages of commercialization 
R&D D&D Commercial Mature 

     ▲ 

Maximum storage duration 
< day < week < month seasonal 

  ▲  
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Zinc bromine flow batteries (ZBFB) Parameter Value 

Technology description 
Installed energy 

cost 
$560-600/kWh 

Zinc-bromine flow batteries are considered a hybrid between 
flow batteries and conventional batteries. While the membrane-
separated dual-tank electrolyte layout is similar to flow 

batteries, the charged zinc ions (Zn2+) in the negative electrolyte 
migrate towards the electrode during charging, as they would in 

a conventional battery. On the positive electrolyte side, the 
bromide ions (Br-) are transformed into bromine (Br2). The 

electrolytes are housed in high density polyethylene plastic and 
react when they flow through their respective carbon-plastic 

composite electrodes separated by a micro-porous polyolefin 

membrane. 

The ZBFB generate interest because they offer high energy 
densities in addition to the other benefits provided by flow 

batteries, like high energy content per kilogram (specific 

energy), lifetime cycling, and depth of discharge. 

Maximum cost 

reduction 
up to 35% 

Power capacity up to 0.5 MW 

Storage capacity up to 0.1 MWh 

Roundtrip 

efficiency 
65-85% 

Power density 1-25 W/L 

Energy density 20-70 Wh/L 

Opportunities Challenges 
Lifetime cycling 

300-14,000 

cycles • Long lifetime cycling 

• High efficiency 

• Higher energy density than VRFB 

• Storage and power capacity 

are not independent 

• Battery must be discharged 

regularly to protect the 

membrane from zinc 

formations on the anode 

• Lower lifetime cycling than 

VRFB 

• Bromine is toxic and corrosive 

Self-discharge 

rate 
8-33%/day 

Discharge time hours 

Depth of 

discharge 
up to 100% 

Services 
Response time seconds 

• Regulation 

• Voltage support 

• Frequency response 

• All customer services 

• Renewable integration 

• Black start 

• Distribution upgrade deferral Market segment grid-scale; ICI 

Stages of commercialization 
R&D D&D Commercial Mature 

  ▲  

Maximum storage duration 
< day < week < month seasonal 

 ▲   
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Hydrogen fuel cells 

Hydrogen fuel cells Parameter Value 

Technology description 
Installed energy 

cost 
N/A 

In addition to being used as a clean fuel, hydrogen could store 
energy. Excess electricity would split water into hydrogen and 

oxygen via an electrolyser. Electricity is generated when the two 
gases are recombined in a fuel cell, where hydrogen is 

introduced to the cell through the cathode and oxygen through 
the anode. Hydrogen storage offers an opportunity to overcome 

the size limitations of battery technologies or overcome the 
geographic constraints of mechanical energy storage 
technologies when stored in smaller dedicated tanks. However, 

hydrogen storage suffers from lower roundtrip efficiency 
compared to battery and mechanical energy storage. Losses 

occur in the electrolysis and fuel cell processes, as well as in 

the compression required for storage.  

Maximum cost 

reduction 
N/A 

Power capacity N/A 

Storage capacity N/A 

Roundtrip 

efficiency 
20-50% 

Power density N/A 

Energy density N/A 

Opportunities Challenges 
Lifetime cycling N/A 

• Long storage duration 

• Negligible self-discharge rates 

• Emissions-free alternative to 

natural gas heated CAES when 

using salt caverns as storage 

• Could benefit from advances in 

mobile applications 

• Relatively low roundtrip 

efficiency 

• Consumes a lot of electricity, 

which makes it expensive to 

operate  

Self-discharge 

rate 
negligible 

Discharge time hours 

Depth of 

discharge 
up to 100% 

Services 
Response time seconds 

• Regulation 

• Load following 

• Voltage support 

• Frequency response 

• All distribution infrastructure 

services 

• Renewable integration 

• Reserves 

• Black start 

• All transmission infrastructure 

services 

• All customer services 

Market segment grid-scale; ICI 

Stages of commercialization 
R&D D&D Commercial Mature 

 ▲   

Maximum storage duration 
< day < week < month seasonal 

   ▲ 
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2.2.3. Electrical storage 

Electrical storage systems physically store protons and electrons as opposed to 

transforming electrical energy into and back from mechanical or chemical energy. Two 

technologies are reviewed: supercapacitors and superconductive magnet energy 

storage. 

Supercapacitors 

Supercapacitors Parameter Value 

Technology description 
Installed energy 

cost 
$80,000 to 

100,000/kWh 

Supercapacitors, like batteries, consist of a cathode, an anode, 
and an electrolyte. Unlike batteries, supercapacitors store 

energy electrostatically, which means that ions physically 
migrate to the electrodes in the absence of a chemical reaction. 

This characteristic allows them to charge rapidly, but also 
makes them unable to store energy for long and much less 

energy dense. Supercapacitors are well suited for applications 
that require rapid response, like improving the power quality of 

the grid. Supercapacitors have yet to be widely deployed in 

grids across the globe. 

Maximum cost 

reduction 
up to 20% 

Power capacity up to 20 MW 

Storage capacity 0.00001 MWh 

Roundtrip 

efficiency 
75-95% 

Power density 
up to 120,000 

W/L6 

Opportunities Challenges Energy density 20-150 Wh/L 

• One of the fastest response rates 

of any technology covered 

• Virtually unlimited lifetime cycling 

• Can serve high current loads 

• High power density 

• High efficiency 

• Expensive 

• Limited use 

• High self-discharge rates 

• Low energy density 

Lifetime cycling 
up to 

1,000,000 

cycles 

Self-discharge 

rate 
0.0125-

20%/day 

Discharge time seconds 

Depth of 

discharge 
up to 100% 

Services 
Response time < seconds 

• Voltage support 

• Power quality 

• Frequency response 

Market segment grid-scale; ICI 

Stages of commercialization 
R&D D&D Commercial Mature 

 ▲   

Maximum storage duration 
< day < week < month seasonal 

▲    

 

6 Navius’ own calculation based on Maxwell Technologies. (2013). Datasheet: BC Series Ultracapacitors. Available here. 

https://www.maxwell.com/images/documents/bcseries_ds_1017105-4.pdf
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Superconductive magnet energy storage 

Superconductive magnet energy storage (SMES) Parameter Value 

Technology description 
Installed energy 

cost 
$15,000-

25,000/kWh 
SMES store energy when their superconductive coils are cooled 
to temperatures between -200 deg C and -270 deg C. The 

energy is then discharged as needed. The colder the 
temperature at which the charged coil is preserved, the less 

self-discharge occurs. However, such low temperatures are 
difficult to sustain for long periods of time, which is why 

superconductors are typically used for short-term storage 
applications. The coil is typically made of niobium-titanium and 

cooled by cryogenic helium. SMES are in their early stages of 
commercial deployment and are primarily used to improve 

power quality in the grid. 

Maximum cost 

reduction 
N/A 

Power capacity up to 50 MW 

Storage capacity up to 20 MWh 

Roundtrip 

efficiency 
80-95% 

Power density 
up to 100,000 

W/L 

Opportunities Challenges Energy density 1-10 Wh/L 

• One of the fastest response rates 

of any technology covered 

• High power density 

• High efficiency 

• Long lifetime cycling 

• Rapid response times 

• Expensive 

• Low energy density 

• High self-discharge rate 

• Expensive to operate 

Lifetime cycling 
up to 

1,000,000 

cycles 

Self-discharge 

rate 
10-15%/day7 

Discharge time seconds 

Depth of 

discharge 
up to 100% 

Services 
Response time < seconds 

• Voltage support 

• Power quality 

• Frequency response 

Market segment grid-scale 

Stages of commercialization 
R&D D&D Commercial Mature 

               ▲  

Maximum storage duration 
< day < week < month seasonal 

▲    

 

  

 

7 ECN. (2019). Technology Factsheet: Superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) for power applications . Available 

here. 

https://energy.nl/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Superconducting-magnetic-energy-storage-SMES-for-power-applications-1.pdf
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2.3. Alternatives to energy storage 
As described in Section 2.1.2, energy storage can provide a variety of services to the 

electricity system. This Section describes alternative ways to provide these services, 

focusing on those that maintain grid stability in response to increased variable 

renewable energy deployment. These services include renewable integration, 

electricity supply capacity, load following, reserves, and frequency response. Some of 

the alternatives address customer services like time-of-use charge reduction and 

demand charge reduction. More technical alternatives for services like regulation, 

voltage support, and improving power quality are beyond the scope of this report.  

The alternative measures are covered in two subsections: supply-side and demand-

side. Supply-side refers to actions that affect utility assets like changes in generating 

power plants, transmission infrastructure, or distribution infrastructure. Demand-side 

refers to actions that affect electricity consumers like the industrial, commercial, 

institutional and residential sector. 

2.3.1. Supply-side 

Peaker fossil fuel plants 

Fossil fuel peaker plants can serve as back-up when renewables are unavailable 

during peak load events and can be ramped down if greater renewable power is being 

generated. These units must typically be able to follow load rapidly (i.e., ramp 

electricity output to multiple MW under a minute) to balance changes in the 

intermittency of renewables. 

Technologies include single cycle natural gas turbines or reciprocating engines. Larger 

combined cycle gas turbines can also provide back-up, although their response time is 

slower, requiring more time from a cold start than reciprocating engines. Frequent 

ramping up and down of power can result in increased wear-and-tear and decreased 

efficiency, which are termed cycling costs. The magnitude of these costs varies with 

vintage, design, and operating history of a given plant8. A NREL study estimated that 

high penetrations of wind and solar PV (33% of generation) could lead to cycling costs 

of between $0.47/MWh to $1.28/MWh per fossil-fueled generator, on average9. A 

decrease in plant efficiency is also associated with an increase in GHG emissions. 

 

8 NREL, 2013, Integrating Variable Renewable Energy: Challenges and Solutions, available from: http://www.nrel.gov/ 

9 NREL, 2013, The Western Wind and Solar Integration Study Phase 2, available from: http://www.nrel.gov/ 

http://www.nrel.gov/
http://www.nrel.gov/
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Hydroelectric capacity 

Hydroelectric capacity provided from reservoir dams can also serve as a flexible 

generation source to address added variability from wind and solar energy sources. 

These facilities enable utilities to store water (i.e., energy) within a dam and release 

the energy during periods of greater net electricity load (e.g., when renewables operate 

at a lower capacity factor or when demand rapidly increases).  

Hydroelectric capacity can deliver this flexibility in three ways. First, new hydroelectric 

dams can be built as flexible, dispatchable power plants. Next, existing hydroelectric 

capacity can be repurposed to serve as back-up to variable renewables. While this 

option does not lead to new construction costs, repurposing existing dams leads to an 

“opportunity cost” from lost revenue if these plants were used to export power to 

neighbouring grids. Finally, hydroelectric capacity can be increased in existing dams by 

increasing the number of turbines. In this option, the amount of energy available would 

remain unchanged, but the ability to generate more power at any given time would 

increase. This ability is useful to balance the intermittency associated with variable 

renewable energy and unpredictable loads. 

Transmission interconnections 

Greater electricity transmission between regions can aid the integration of variable 

renewable energy into the grid. Transmission provides an opportunity to manage 

periods of low availability of renewables in one region with another by enabling trade 

between them. In general, transmission can provide two benefits for integrating 

renewables: 

◼ Managing intermittency of the same type of renewable. The hourly capacity factor 

for wind and solar PV varies between regions. For example, Figure 1 compares wind 

generation in British Columbia with generation in Alberta during a day with large 

differences in capacity factors. Therefore, greater interconnection between regions 

provides an opportunity to hedge against low generation in one region. 

◼ Managing intermittency among different types of renewables. In some regions, the 

capacity factor for wind is slightly higher in the evenings, providing an opportunity to 

export power to regions with greater solar capacity. For example, the capacity factor 

for wind in Alberta averaged 29% between 5 and 10 PM, while it averaged 25% 

between 10 AM and 1 PM in 201010. 

 

10 AESO. (2016). Wind power data. Available here.  

http://www.aeso.ca/
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Figure 1: Capacity factor for wind on December 7, 2010 (a windy day in Alberta and a 

calm day in British Columbia) 

 
Sources: Navius. (2016). IESD model; AESO. (2016). Wind power data. Available here. The capacity factors are 

shown for December 7, 2010. 

2.3.2. Demand-side 

Dispatchable load 

Dispatchable load provides an opportunity to “shift” electricity consumption from 

periods of peak load or low capacity factors for renewables to periods of lower load or 

higher renewables. One such example is utility-controlled charging, which refers to 

utilities scheduling power delivery to a chargeable device. Direct load control requires: 

a) a technology that can be “charged” at different times (e.g., electric car or hot water 

tank11) while still meeting the demand for its end-use (transport or hot water) and b) a 

utility deciding when the technology will access the grid for power while ensuring 

demand for the end-use is met.  

The effects of dispatchable load are twofold. First, it can shift electricity consumption 

to periods of greater availability of renewables. Second, it can move consumption away 

from peak load. In both cases, it manages intermittency by reducing the amount of 

available capacity needed to meet an expected or actual peak in demand. 

 

11 Although charging an electric vehicle is relatively intuitive, “charging” a hot water tank may be less so. A hot water tank, 

storing thermal energy, can be heated or “charged” slightly above its target temperature in anticipation of an increase in 

hot water use. This allows the hot water tank to consume less electricity during the period of demand. 

http://www.aeso.ca/
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Dispatchable load is an emerging concept for which the operation protocols are still 

under development. For it to work, a large number of electricity consumers must 

participate by giving their utility control over their end-uses, which may prove difficult. 

Industrial demand management 

Another option for managing load when supply is unavailable is to reduce demand. 

Utilities can develop contracts with large load sources in which they compensate a 

consumer for reducing demand during peak load or when there is low generation from 

renewables. 

Peak-shaving Demand Side Management (DSM) 

Demand side management (DSM) to reduce peak load for electricity can also help 

integrate renewables. For example, in Ontario space cooling contributes significantly to 

peak load in the summer while lighting contributes significantly to peak load in the 

winter. Encouraging an improvement in the efficiency of space cooling and lighting 

would therefore reduce peak load in summer and winter months. 

A full adoption of LED light bulbs in Ontario would reduce the winter peak load by 

about 1,000 MW or 5%; while a full adoption of the most efficient air conditioners and 

LED light bulbs would reduce the summer peak by about 2,100 MW or 9%. The 

consequence is that less dispatchable power would be needed to meet expected peak 

load. 
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3. Energy storage market analysis 
This Chapter characterizes the current energy storage market in Canada. It is 

structured to answer the following questions: 

◼ Section 3.1: What is the size of the energy storage market in Canada? 

◼ Section 3.2: How does the market differ by jurisdiction? 

◼ Section 3.3: Who are the domestic and international suppliers of energy storage 

technologies that could service Canada’s market? 

3.1. What is the size of the energy storage 
market in Canada? 

3.1.1. Historical trends 

The energy storage market in Canada is relatively new. Virtually all storage capacity in 

Canada, other than pumped hydro, has been installed since the mid-2010s (see Figure 

2). 

Batteries are the dominant technology installed over this period, accounting for 63 MW 

of capacity additions. The most common battery type is lithium-ion (about 90% of 

capacity), followed by vanadium redox flow and sodium batteries. Other technologies 

installed over this period include flywheel (12 MW), compressed air (4 MW) and 

hydrogen (2 MW). 

These storage facilities provide a range of services, and in many cases a single facility 

may provide more than one service. The most common identified services include 

voltage support and frequency response, as well as arbitrage and renewable 

integration. 
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Figure 2: Capacity of energy storage installed in Canada by year, 2012-2019 

 

Notes: (1) Sources as listed in Section 3.1.3. 

Ontario accounts for 97% of installed storage capacity to date (249 MW from a total of 

256 MW), as shown in Table 4. Ontario is also the only jurisdiction in which some of 

the more novel energy storage technologies have been installed, including compressed 

air and thermal systems. The large amount of storage installed in Ontario since 2012 

has been driven by dedicated energy storage procurement programs led by the 

Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO). As discussed below, the energy 

storage landscape in Canada is now shifting, with substantial planned capacity 

additions in Alberta. 

Table 4: Installed energy storage capacity by technology and region (MW)  

Ontario Rest of Canada Total 

Battery 56.71 6.34 63.05 

Compressed air 4.07 0 4.07 

Flywheel 12.00 0.20 12.20 

Pumped hydro 174.00 0 174.00 

Hydrogen 2.00 0.32 2.32 

Total 248.78 6.86 255.64 

Note: Sources as listed in Section 3.1.3. 

By far the largest market segment is grid scale storage, which accounts for 246 MW 

out of the 256 MW total capacity installed in Canada to date (see Table 5). Other 

market segments include residential (5.9 MW), industrial, commercial and institutional 

(ICI) (2.7 MW), and research and development (R&D) (0.7 MW). Battery storage is the 
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only technology adopted in the residential segment, and by far the dominant 

technology adopted in the ICI segment. 

Table 5: Installed energy storage capacity by technology and market segment (MW)  

Grid Residential ICI R&D Total 

Battery 54.34 5.94 2.13 0.65 63.05 

Compressed air 4.07 0 0 0 4.07 

Flywheel 12.00 0 0.20 0 12.20 

Pumped hydro 174.00 0 0 0 174.00 

Hydrogen 2.00 0 0.32 0 2.32 

Total 246.41 5.94 2.64 0.65 255.64 

Note: Sources as listed in Section 3.1.3. 

3.1.2. Near-term outlook 

A large amount of energy storage capacity additions is planned in Canada, as shown in 

Figure 3 and Table 6. These planned projects represent a doubling of total storage 

capacity over the next couple of years (and a near tripling of battery capacity). 

The planned projects also represent a fragmented market with uneven growth across 

the country. While most existing storage capacity is in Ontario, Alberta leads the way 

with planned projects due in part to investments made through Emissions Reduction 

Alberta (see Section 3.2.5). Alberta has nine projects, representing 215 MW capacity 

of storage, that are under construction or have applied for approval from the Alberta 

Electric System Operator (AESO). Most of these projects are battery storage (totalling 

140 MW), with one pumped hydro project (Canyon Creek) accounting for the remaining 

75 MW. 

Ontario has 32 MW of planned projects on the horizon, all of which are battery 

systems. Planned projects in the rest of Canada are small by comparison, with less 

than 1 MW announced with any level of certainty. 
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Figure 3: Existing and planned energy storage projects 

 

Notes: (1) Sources as listed in Section 3.1.3. (2) Planned capacity additions represent projects that are likely to be 

installed, having been financed and/or approved by regulators. 

Table 6: Existing and planned energy storage projects (MW)  

BC AB SK MB ON QC AT TR CA 

Existing 2.04 0 0.80 0 248.78 1.92 1.00 1.10 255.64 

Planned 0 215.25 0 0 32.00 0 0.50 0 247.75 

Total 2.04 215.25 0.80 0 280.78 1.92 1.50 1.10 503.39 

Note: Sources as listed in Section 3.1.3. 

3.1.3. Data sources 

The U.S. Department of Energy maintains a global database of storage projects12, 

representing the most comprehensive publicly available list of projects in Canada, and 

which formed the starting point for quantifying the energy storage market. However, 

this database has several omissions. First, it is not fully up to date (as of July 2020). 

Most notably, it does not include planned projects in Alberta, a list of which is available 

from the AESO’s Long Term Adequacy Report13. 

 

12 U.S. Department of Energy. 2020. DOE OE Global Energy Storage Database. www.sandia.gov/ess-ssl/global-energy-

storage-database-home/ 

13 AESO. May 2020. Long Term Adequacy Report 
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Second, it does not include smaller storage projects, especially those in the grid and 

ICI segments. Some such projects were identified from the Canadian Energy Storage 

Activity Database14. Nevertheless, storage in the residential and ICI segments is under-

represented because there is no centralized tracking system for small storage 

systems. 

3.2. How does the market differ by 
jurisdiction? 

The market for energy storage in Canada, like that for electricity, is fragmented. Under 

Canada’s Constitution, each province controls the electricity generation, transmission, 

distribution and overall market structure within its borders. Each province (and 

territory) therefore offers different opportunities and challenges for energy storage.  

These differences, in terms of the various market signals that may or may not provide 

incentives for the adoption of energy storage, are discussed below and summarized in 

Table 7. 

3.2.1. Electricity market structure 

Two provinces, Alberta and Ontario, have moved away from a centrally managed model 

towards more competitive markets. Alberta has the most deregulated market, with an 

hourly wholesale energy market and competitive retail market. This competitive 

structure, coupled with investments through Emissions Reduction Alberta (see Section 

3.2.5), is leading to a burgeoning market for grid storage. Nevertheless, recognizing 

that its regulatory framework remains geared towards a traditional model of distinct 

electricity suppliers and consumers, the AESO developed an Energy Storage Roadmap 

to facilitate the integration of energy storage in Alberta15. These efforts are ongoing. 

Ontario has a hybrid market in which electricity rates are set by a mix of regulated and 

competitive prices. Much of the grid storage adopted in Ontario (which accounts for 

most storage installed in Canada to date) is due to dedicated energy storage 

procurement by the IESO (see Section 3.2.5 for more detail). 

 

14 Canadian Energy Storage Activity Database. 2019. http://energystorageactivity.ca/  

15 AESO. 2019. Energy Storage Roadmap. www.aeso.ca/index.php/grid/energy-storage/  

http://energystorageactivity.ca/
http://www.aeso.ca/index.php/grid/energy-storage/
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Both Alberta and Ontario have also proposed the development of capacity markets, 

though Alberta has since stepped back from this approach16. Capacity markets offer a 

potential new revenue stream for energy storage and could further boost the market 

for energy storage where adopted. 

Other provinces and territories have a vertically integrated electricity market structure 

in which large monopolies of bundled services dominate the market. In these 

jurisdictions, a competitive market for grid storage does not exist though utilities may 

have an incentive to adopt storage if it decreases costs. 

Judging by installed capacity to date (as described in the previous section), most 

regions with vertically integrated utilities have not actively pursued storage. Perhaps 

one exception is utilities that manage remote communities, such as those in Canada’s 

North, which have installed or are considering installing battery systems paired with 

renewables to reduce diesel consumption (e.g., the Colville Lake hybrid 

solar/battery/diesel project17). 

3.2.2. Markets for ancillary grid services 

Alberta and Ontario have markets for ancillary grid services, as listed in Table 718. 

Energy storage can provide several of these services, including reserve, black start and 

voltage regulation. The ability for storage to participate in these markets provides an 

additional incentive for the adoption of energy storage. Initial procurement of storage 

by the IESO was for these purposes. 

3.2.3. Grid flexibility 

Electricity generation resources that are dispatchable can vary their power output to 

respond to electricity demand. Regions with a high proportion of dispatchable power 

 

16 AESO. Understanding the capacity market. https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/capacity-market-brochure.pdf; IESO. 

2020. Capacity auction. www.ieso.ca/en/Sector-Participants/Market-Operations/Markets-and-Related-Programs/Capacity-

Auction  

17 Northwest Territories Power Corporation. 2016. Colville Lake solar project. www.ntpc.com/smart-energy/how-to-save-

energy/colville-lake-solar-project  

18 AESO. 2020. Ancillary services. www.aeso.ca/market/ancillary-services/; IESO. 2020. Ancillary services market. 

www.ieso.ca/en/Sector-Participants/Market-Operations/Markets-and-Related-Programs/Ancillary-Services-Market  

https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/capacity-market-brochure.pdf
http://www.ieso.ca/en/Sector-Participants/Market-Operations/Markets-and-Related-Programs/Capacity-Auction
http://www.ieso.ca/en/Sector-Participants/Market-Operations/Markets-and-Related-Programs/Capacity-Auction
http://www.ntpc.com/smart-energy/how-to-save-energy/colville-lake-solar-project
http://www.ntpc.com/smart-energy/how-to-save-energy/colville-lake-solar-project
http://www.aeso.ca/market/ancillary-services/
http://www.ieso.ca/en/Sector-Participants/Market-Operations/Markets-and-Related-Programs/Ancillary-Services-Market
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assets have more flexibility for dealing with changes in demand or supply when 

balancing the grid. 

The hydro-dominated provinces (BC, Manitoba and Québec) tend to have the most 

flexible grids. These provinces have an excess of hydro capacity, which can be 

released when needed or stored for later. This flexibility reduces the need for 

dedicated energy storage technologies like batteries. 

The potential for storage is greater in provinces with less flexible grids. Ontario 

probably has the least flexible grid due to its unique combination of nuclear (which 

operates at a generally fixed output level) and variable renewable sources (like wind 

and solar PV). Storage is one of the ways for balancing supply and demand. 

The remaining provinces have largely fossil fuel-based thermal systems which are 

relatively flexible, with the possible exception of Nova Scotia due to its high reliance on 

coal. However, as provinces boost the adoption of variable renewable sources to 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions, their grids inevitably become less so. The potential 

for storage in these jurisdictions is therefore likely to increase over time. 

3.2.4. Rate structure 

Most jurisdictions in Canada have flat or tiered rates, in which electricity prices don’t 

vary based on the time of day. This rate structure means that customers don’t save on 

electricity costs by adjusting the timing of their electricity consumption, reducing the 

incentive to adopt storage in the residential and ICI segments (though customers may 

have other reasons to install storage technologies, such as for reliability). 

Ontario employs time of use pricing, meaning that electricity rates paid vary depending 

on when electricity is consumed. This pricing scheme increases the incentive for 

consumers to reduce electricity consumption at peak hours, potentially through 

storage. 

Some provinces also have peak load charges for industrial customers that provide an 

incentive to reduce or shift consumption. For example, customers in Ontario with an 

average peak demand above 5 MW pay based on how much their peak use 

contributes to provincial peak demand19. Reducing this charge may be one of the 

 

19 IESO. 2020. Electricity pricing: What is global adjustment? www.ieso.ca/en/Learn/Electricity-Pricing/What-is-Global-

Adjustment  

http://www.ieso.ca/en/Learn/Electricity-Pricing/What-is-Global-Adjustment
http://www.ieso.ca/en/Learn/Electricity-Pricing/What-is-Global-Adjustment
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larger incentives to adopt storage for large industrial customers in Ontario20. The 

benefit of reducing this charge in the future will depend on how many firms are trying 

to reduce it (i.e., like all markets, the market for storage services could become 

saturated). 

Another example of a peak load charge is in BC. BC Hydro levies a demand charge on 

the power consumed during a customer’s peak use over each two-month billing cycle 

of up to $12/kW21. 

3.2.5. Energy storage policies 

Key energy storage policies in Canada are described below: 

◼ Ontario began procuring energy storage in 201222. The IESO obtained 6 MW of 

regulation service from two storage facilities through an initial round of 

procurement. A competitive procurement process was subsequently launched in 

2014 to better understand the integration of energy storage in Ontario’s electricity 

system and market. It resulted in an additional 50 MW of storage being added from 

a variety of technologies. 

◼ Alberta uses proceeds from carbon pricing to invest in GHG-reducing technologies 

through Emissions Reduction Alberta. In 2019, it announced $28 million of funding 

for several battery storage projects. These projects include solar/storage systems 

and a project to defer transmission costs23. It is also worth noting AESO’s initiatives 

to facilitate the integration of storage into its electricity market through the Energy 

Storage Roadmap, as mentioned in Section 3.2.1. In addition, AESO recently 

 

20 Essex Energy Corporation. 2017. The Study of Energy Storage in Ontario Distribution Systems. 

www.ontarioenergyreport.ca/pdfs/The%20Study%20of%20Energy%20Storage%20in%20Ontario%20Distribution%20Syste

ms%20-FINAL.pdf  

21 BC Hydro. General service business rates. https://app.bchydro.com/accounts-billing/rates-energy-use/electricity-

rates/business-rates.html  

22 IESO. 2020. Energy storage procurement at the IESO. www.ieso.ca/en/Sector-Participants/Energy-Procurement-

Programs-and-Contracts/Energy-Storage  

23 Emissions Reduction Alberta. 2019. $100 million investment in clean technology projects. https://eralberta.ca/media-

releases/100-million-investment-in-clean-technology-projects/  

http://www.ontarioenergyreport.ca/pdfs/The%20Study%20of%20Energy%20Storage%20in%20Ontario%20Distribution%20Systems%20-FINAL.pdf
http://www.ontarioenergyreport.ca/pdfs/The%20Study%20of%20Energy%20Storage%20in%20Ontario%20Distribution%20Systems%20-FINAL.pdf
https://app.bchydro.com/accounts-billing/rates-energy-use/electricity-rates/business-rates.html
https://app.bchydro.com/accounts-billing/rates-energy-use/electricity-rates/business-rates.html
http://www.ieso.ca/en/Sector-Participants/Energy-Procurement-Programs-and-Contracts/Energy-Storage
http://www.ieso.ca/en/Sector-Participants/Energy-Procurement-Programs-and-Contracts/Energy-Storage
https://eralberta.ca/media-releases/100-million-investment-in-clean-technology-projects/
https://eralberta.ca/media-releases/100-million-investment-in-clean-technology-projects/
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announced a new energy storage procurement as part of its Fast Frequency 

Response (FFR) pilot project24. 

◼ Québec develops lithium-ion and solid-state batteries for small and large-scale 

applications through Hydro-Québec’s Center of Excellence in Transportation 

Electrification and Energy Storage25. 

 

 

 

24 Osler. 2020. Alberta Electric System Operator announces new energy storage procurement opportunity. 

https://www.osler.com/en/resources/regulations/2020/alberta-electric-system-operator-announces-new-energy-storage-

procurement-opportunity#_ftn1  

25 Hydro-Québec. 2020. Safe, Sustainable Energy Storage Solutions. 

www.hydroquebec.com/international/en/technology/energy-storage-systems.html  

https://www.osler.com/en/resources/regulations/2020/alberta-electric-system-operator-announces-new-energy-storage-procurement-opportunity#_ftn1
https://www.osler.com/en/resources/regulations/2020/alberta-electric-system-operator-announces-new-energy-storage-procurement-opportunity#_ftn1
http://www.hydroquebec.com/international/en/technology/energy-storage-systems.html
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Table 7: Market signals for energy storage by province and territory  
Province/ 
territory 

Electricity market structure Markets for ancillary grid 
services 

Grid flexibility Rate 
structure 

Energy storage 
policies 

BC vertically integrated crown 

corporation 

 high (hydro) tiered 
 

AB competitive energy market 

with grid operator (capacity 
market proposed) 

Operating reserve, transmission 

must-run, black start, load shed 
services 

moderate (thermal) flat Emissions Reduction 

Alberta investments 

SK vertically integrated crown 

corporation 

 moderate (thermal) flat 
 

MB vertically integrated crown 
corporation 

 high (hydro) flat 
 

ON hybrid energy market with grid 

operator (capacity market 
proposed) 

Black start, regulation, reactive 

support and voltage control, 
reliability must-run 

low (thermal, nuclear & 

variable renewables) 

time of 

use 

Energy storage 

procurement 

QC vertically integrated crown 
corporation 

 high (hydro) tiered Battery R&D 

NB vertically integrated crown 

corporation 

 moderate (thermal) flat 
 

NS vertically integrated private 
company 

 low (coal) flat 
 

PE vertically integrated private 

company 

 moderate (wind & 

imports) 

tiered 

(reverse) 

 

NL vertically integrated crown 
corporation 

 high (hydro) flat 
 

YT vertically integrated crown 
corporation & private 

company 

 high (hydro); low (remote 
diesel) 

tiered 
 

NT vertically integrated crown 
corporation & private 

company 

 moderate 
(hydro/thermal); low 

(remote diesel) 

tiered 
 

NU vertically integrated crown 
corporation 

 low (remote diesel) tiered 
 

Sources as noted in text. 
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3.3. Who are the key energy storage 
suppliers? 

Table 8 identifies key domestic and international suppliers of energy storage 

technologies. This list includes companies that (1) have operations in Canada and/or 

(2) have installed more than 10 MW of storage capacity globally. The estimated 

capacity installations are based on the US DOE Global Energy Storage Database and 

should be treated as a general indication of scale rather than a precise estimate. 

Based on this database, the largest global suppliers are headquartered in Japan and 

South Korea. Japanese firms specialize in a range of technologies including pumped 

hydro and various battery types, while south Korean firms focus on lithium-ion 

technology. The US produces a diversified set of technologies, but many of its largest 

companies also focus on lithium-ion technology. 

Over 30 energy storage companies have operations in Canada, including global firms 

like Hitachi and GE. Of these, just under three quarters have developed storage 

projects in Canada. Virtually all companies that have any manufacturing capacity in 

Canada also have their headquarters here. Canadian firms are focusing on battery 

technology (lithium-ion and zinc air), as well as compressed air (Hydrostor), hydrogen 

(Hydrogenics) and flywheel (Temporal Power). Most Canadian firms serve the domestic 

or North American market, though two (Hydrostor and Hydrogenics) have global 

operations. 

Table 8: List of key energy storage suppliers 

Company 

name 
HQ location 

Supply 

markets 
Technologies 

Canada 

operations 

Canada 

installed 

capacity 

Canada 

manufacturing 

GESDB 

total 

(MW) 

Average 

project 

size 

(MW) 

Hitachi Tokyo, Japan global 

lithium-ion; 

pumped 

hydro; valve 

regulated 

lead-acid; 

lead acid 

Yes no no 6,018 334 

Mitsubishi 

Hitachi 

Power 

Systems 

Tokyo, Japan global 
pumped 

hydro 
Yes no no 2,520 840 

GE Boston, USA global 

lithium-ion; 

sodium-

nickel-

chloride; 

pumped 

hydro 

Yes yes no 2,453 189 
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Company 

name 
HQ location 

Supply 

markets 
Technologies 

Canada 

operations 

Canada 

installed 

capacity 

Canada 

manufacturing 

GESDB 

total 

(MW) 

Average 

project 

size 

(MW) 

Sumitomo Tokyo, Japan 
Asia-

Pacific 

lithium-ion; 

vanadium 

redox flow; 

pumped 

hydro 

Yes no no 1,503 215 

Mitsubishi Tokyo, Japan global 

pumped 

hydro; 

lithium-ion 

yes no no 1,405 234 

ABB 
Zurich, 

Switzerland 
global 

flywheel; 

pumped 

hydro; 

lithium-ion 

yes no no 960 68.6 

NGK Aichi, Japan global sodium-sulfur yes yes no 400 5.7 

Siemens 
Munich, 

Germany 

Asia-

Pacific; 

Europe 

pumped 

hydro 
yes no no 309 77.3 

LG Chem 
Seoul, South 

Korea 
global lithium no no no 202 5.8 

Samsung 
Seoul, South 

Korea 
global lithium-ion yes yes no 175 5.0 

BYD 
Shenzhen, 

China 
global lithium-ion yes yes no 169 3.7 

Tesla 
Palo Alto, 

USA 
global lithium-ion yes yes no 164 6.3 

Dow Kokam 
Suwon, 

South Korea 
global lithium yes yes no 109 3.9 

Aggreko Glasgow, UK 
North 

America 

advanced 

lead acid; 

lithium-ion 

yes no no 102 10.2 

A123 

Systems 
Liviona, USA global lithium-ion no no no 91.5 8.3 

SAFT Paris, France global 
lithium-ion; 

nickel 
yes yes no 85.1 1.7 

Leclanche 

Yverdon-les-

Bains, 

Switzerland 

Europe; 

North 

America 

lithium-ion yes yes no 75.5 12.6 

Beacon 
Tyngsboro, 

USA 

North 

America; 

Europe 

flywheel no no no 41.5 5.2 

Exide Milton, USA global 
advanced 

lead acid 
yes no no 33.6 2.6 

C&D Battery 
Blue Bell, 

USA 

North 

America 

advanced 

lead acid 
yes no no 21.1 6.8 

Temporal 

Power 

Mississauga, 

Canada 

North 

America 
flywheel yes yes yes 17.0 4.3 

Corvus 
Nesttun, 

Norway 

North 

America 
lithium-ion yes yes yes 15.3 1.0 
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Company 

name 
HQ location 

Supply 

markets 
Technologies 

Canada 

operations 

Canada 

installed 

capacity 

Canada 

manufacturing 

GESDB 

total 

(MW) 

Average 

project 

size 

(MW) 

Hydrostor 
Toronto, 

Canada 
global 

compressed 

air energy 

storage 

yes yes yes 9.4 1.9 

Hydrogenics 
Mississauga, 

Canada 
global 

hydrogen 

storage 
yes yes yes 7.8 1.0 

Sony 

Corporation 

Koriyama, 

Japan 
global lithium-ion yes yes no 3.3 0.8 

ViZn 
Columbia 

Falls, USA 

North 

America; 

Europe 

zinc flow yes yes no 3.2 0.6 

STEAG SENS 
Wurzburg, 

Germany 
global 

vanadium 

redox flow 
yes yes no 2.9 0.2 

Panasonic Osaka, Japan 

North 

America; 

Asia-

Pacific 

lithium-ion yes yes no 1.7 0.1 

Electrovaya 
Mississauga, 

Canada 

North 

America 
lithium-ion yes yes yes 0.4 0.2 

Tabuchi 

Electric 
Osaka, Japan 

North 

America 
lithium-ion yes yes no 0.2 0.2 

Zinc8 
Vancouver, 

Canada 

North 

America 
zinc air yes yes yes 0.2 0.0 

TROES 
Markham, 

Canada 

North 

America 
lithium-ion yes yes yes 0.1 0.0 

e-Zinc 
Ottawa, 

Ontario 

North 

America 
zinc air yes yes yes n/a n/a 

SPS 
Whitby, 

Ontario 

North 

America 
n/a yes yes yes n/a n/a 

Sources: (1) U.S. Department of Energy. 2020. DOE OE Global Energy Storage Database. www.sandia.gov/ess-

ssl/global-energy-storage-database-home/; (2) Azure International. 2018. Energy Storage World Markets Report. 

https://energystorageforum.com/free-white-paper; (3) web search of Canadian suppliers. 

http://www.sandia.gov/ess-ssl/global-energy-storage-database-home/
http://www.sandia.gov/ess-ssl/global-energy-storage-database-home/
https://energystorageforum.com/free-white-paper
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4. Future energy storage adoption 
in Canada 
This Chapter presents projections of energy storage adoption through mid-century. It is 

structured as follows: 

◼ Section 4.1 outlines the modeling approach and assumptions. 

◼ Section 4.2 discusses the results in light of the strengths and weaknesses of the 

modeling approach. 

4.1. Modeling approach 

4.1.1. Introduction to IESD 

We used the Integrated Electricity Supply and Demand model (IESD) to evaluate the 

future potential market for grid-scale electricity storage. This model simulates the 

impact of government policies and economic conditions on electricity demand, supply, 

and prices. IESD is effectively two separate models: one that simulates the addition to 

electricity generation capacity and hourly dispatch (generation) decisions in the 

electricity sector and another that simulates decisions by end-users that affect 

electricity demand (e.g., technology and fuel choice). 

IESD can explore multiple policy and economic scenarios in any region or set of 

regions26, and provides detailed insight into their impact on:  

◼ The market for specific generation or supply technologies, in terms of installed 

capacity and electricity generation by unit, fuel type, technology type etc. 

◼ GHG emissions from the electricity sector 

◼ Electricity trade between regions 

◼ Electricity consumption by sector and end-use 

 

26 The largest coverage to date is disaggregated by each of Canada’s 10 provinces as well as the US, which is also 

disaggregated into 10 regions. 
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◼ Wholesale and end-use electricity prices 

4.1.2. How IESD works 

The IESD model simulates how utilities meet electric load by adding new capacity and 

by dispatching new and existing units on an hourly basis, including electricity storage 

units.  

IESD’s electricity supply module includes a detailed representation of the different 

units available to generate or store electricity in each region, including their unique 

costs and generation constraints. The electricity supply simulation determines new 

generation and storage capacity additions, hourly dispatch of each unit to meet 

electric load over the course of the year, GHG emissions from the electricity sector and 

the wholesale price for electricity. 

The hourly electricity supply that must be satisfied in each province is determined in 

the demand module. In this portion of the model, simulated inputs for annual 

electricity demand by sector, end-use, and province are converted into hourly 

electricity demand. 

Electricity supply module 

The electricity supply module of IESD is a linear programming model that simulates 

how the electricity sector makes capacity and dispatch decisions based on the hourly 

load profile, energy prices and the cost of installing and operating different units. The 

electricity supply module endogenously adds and dispatches electricity units such that 

the total costs of the electricity system are minimized, system revenues are maximized 

and load in each hour is met. The value provided by storage technologies and their 

possible revenue streams are reflected by the extent to which they can minimize 

system costs relative to other generation technologies. The model can be adjusted to 

represent how specific electricity markets may or may not value the grid services 

provided by storage. 

Please note that historical capacity in the base year (2010) is calibrated to Statistics 

Canada data, supplemented with various sources for cogeneration (e.g., AESO, IESO, 

etc.). 

Representative days versus consecutive days  

By default, the national version of IESD represents 43 representative days throughout 

the year that vary by 1) season, 2) load, and 3) wind capacity utilization (i.e., how much 

wind power is available in each hour of the day). To best show the impact of electricity 
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storage technologies, the value of which is a function of their continual release and 

recharging of energy, IESD was reconfigured to simulate consecutive hours and days 

through the year. Given available computing power, this was no small task! 

Capacity additions 

The electricity supply module endogenously adds electricity generation units to supply 

energy (i.e., consumption over the year) and capacity (i.e., consumption at a given 

moment) such that the costs of the electricity system are minimized. Each type of 

electricity generation resource is characterized by its cost profile (i.e., capital costs, 

fixed operating costs, variable operating costs), heat rate (i.e., energy efficiency) and 

maximum capacity utilization. The model can simulate specific policy decisions that 

may promote or constrain the use of a given technology (e.g., a performance standard 

that constrains coal power, a portfolio standard that requires renewable energy). This 

framework also applies to electricity storage technologies. Note that capacity additions 

in IESD are tracked as the total capacity of a given generation type (e.g., combined-

cycle gas turbine vs. wind power) rather than sets of individual generation units.  

Dispatch and capacity utilization 

Thermal generation (i.e., fossil fuel or biomass combustion) can be dispatched at any 

time when it will minimize total system costs subject to any existing policy constraints. 

However, we assume cogenerated electricity is not dispatchable and is produced when 

heat is required by the thermal host. Again, a given type of generation resource is 

dispatched rather than individual generation units. Therefore, while IESD does have 

constraints that determine what capacity can provide short-term power reserves, it 

does not represent the specific constraints and costs associated with starting or 

ramping individual units as a function of their current electricity output or how long-

they have been offline. For example, in the real world, dispatching a spinning unit is 

faster and less costly than dispatching a “warm” unit that has been offline for several 

hours. In turn, the “warm” unit is less costly and faster to dispatch than a “cold” unit 

that has been offline for days. Instead IESD has constraints on what fraction of unused 

capacity would be available in case of an unforeseen need for power and energy (see 

section 4.1.4 for more detail). 

Like thermal generation, electricity storage can be dispatched. However, this dispatch 

is constrained by the installed storage generation capacity, the amount of energy 

already stored, and any relevant technical constraints represented in the model.  

Electricity from intermittent resources must be used when it is available, either 

consumed, exported or stored. As stated above, the hourly wind energy is based on the 
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installed capacity and the hourly capacity utilization in each hour of the representative 

day being simulated. Solar capacity availability varies for each month of the year (e.g., 

lowest in winter, highest in summer) but changes each hour according to the 

movement of the sun through the sky (e.g., zero at night, low the morning, highest at 

noon). 

Characterizing generation from variable renewable sources 

To characterize wind resources by province, we rely on CanWEA data describing the 

location and hourly capacity factor of 5,000 potential sites across the country27. Sites 

are grouped by generation profile and the cost of transmission access. Each grouping 

of sites is then included in the model as a potential wind resource that can be 

developed. More information about how characterization of wind in IESD is provided in 

section 4.1.3. 

To incorporate variability in solar generation profiles into IESD, we use regression to 

estimate the impact of different weather patterns (as observed in Environment and 

Climate Change Canada weather data) on solar insolation (as observed in the closest 

1x1 mile square across the border in the US28). 

Electricity demand module 

Demand for electricity is derived from the Navius' gTech simulation model. The IESD 

model uses gTech’s projections to “shape” the load curve for electricity 

demand/generation. 

Hourly load curves 

We obtained hourly load data for all jurisdictions in North America (over 200 utilities). 

These data provide a starting point for understanding how load varies over the course 

of 2010, the model’s base year. An example of Ontario’s hourly load profile in 2010 is 

shown in Figure 4. 

 

27 CanWEA. 2017. Wind Data from the Pan-Canadian Wind Integration Study. Available from: www.canwea.ca  

28 National Solar Radiation Data Base. https://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/old_data/nsrdb/1991-2010/  

http://www.canwea.ca/
https://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/old_data/nsrdb/1991-2010/
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Figure 4: Hourly load profile for Ontario in 2010 

 

Source: Independent Electricity System Operator, 2017, Hourly Ontario and Market Demands, 2002-2016, 

available from: www.ieso.ca 

Sectors and end-uses in the electricity demand module 

The electricity demand module disaggregates the hourly load curves into seven end-

uses based on data from Natural Resource Canada’s Comprehensive Energy End-Use 

Database. The end-uses for residential and commercial buildings include: 

◼ Space heating 

◼ Air conditioning 

◼ Lighting 

◼ Other multi-fuel end-uses (water heating, cooking, clothes dryers) 

◼ Other electric-only end-uses (refrigerators, freezers, dishwashers, clothes washers, 

computers, televisions, etc.) 

The model also represents industrial electric loads. However, they are represented in 

less detail. Industrial load is not broken down by end use (e.g., compression, pumping 

etc.) and we assume it is a base load that is relatively constant over every hour of the 

year 

Electricity load forecast 

gTech determines total electricity consumption and the “shape” of electricity 

consumption in IESD. After a model simulation in gTech is complete, the resulting 
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electricity consumption by end-use is compiled and used to “shape” an electricity 

consumption load curve. For example, if a policy increases the adoption of electric 

heat pumps, it will affect electricity consumption at specific times and days of the year.  

More information about the load forecast is provided in section 4.1.6. 

What is gTech? 

gTech provides a comprehensive representation of all economic activity, energy 

consumption and greenhouse gas emissions in Canada. It is ideally suited for 

forecasting electricity demand because it represents: 

◼ The competitiveness of electric technologies relative to conventional and low 

carbon alternatives. This competitiveness depends not only on the attributes of 

end-use technologies themselves (such as their capital cost and operating 

performance), but also on the availability and price of electricity and other energy 

carriers (which will change based on the amount of electrification, the unique 

energy resources in each province and energy trade among regions).  

◼ Firm and consumer preferences. Electric technologies may be perceived as an 

imperfect substitute for existing technologies. For example, a given household may 

prefer a conventional vehicle over an electric vehicle because of its lower upfront 

cost and greater model variety. In addition, some preferences may change as a 

technology gains market share. For example, if electric vehicles become widespread 

and fast charging stations are broadly deployed, concerns about running out of a 

battery charge would decline. 

◼ The impact of existing federal and provincial climate policies on technology choice 

(including how they interact). Accounting for existing policies is important because 

electrification is highly affected by their interactive and duplicative effects. For 

example, electric vehicle adoption is influenced by ZEV mandates, financial 

incentives, clean/low carbon fuel standards, fuel economy regulations and carbon 

pricing. 

These various features mean that gTech can provide insight into future load in 

response to any combination of (1) existing and/or new policies that directly or 

indirectly affect electricity supply and demand and (2) the cost of electrification 

technologies relative to alternative options. 

For more information about gTech, please see Appendix B: Introduction to gTech. 
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4.1.3. Characterizing wind generation 

To characterize wind resources by province, we rely on CanWEA data describing the 

location and hourly capacity factor of 5000 potential sites across the country.29 Using 

the method described below, we group sites by generation profile and estimate the 

cost of providing transmission access to each site. Each grouping of sites is then 

included in the model as a wind resource that can be developed. 

Transmission cost 

We calculate the cost of building transmission from each of the 5000 potential wind 

sites in CanWEA’s database to the nearest point of connection to the electrical 

transmission system. The method for calculating cost varies depending on the type of 

wind farm (onshore or offshore), the site generation capacity, and the terrain type.  

Distances from wind farms to the transmission system are calculated as straight-line 

(Euclidian) distances. Because transmission lines cannot always be constructed in a 

straight-line (e.g., in mountainous terrain), we apply a province-specific terrain 

multiplier to roughly account for different terrain types which increase transmission 

line construction costs. While terrain types vary across a province, such differences are 

averaged out because sites within each province are grouped as discussed below. For 

areas without road access, we assume a rough gravel road will need to be constructed. 

Road access is assumed to connect from the site to the nearest point on the national 

road network. 

Wind sites 

For each of the 5000 potential wind sites, we calculate the total cost of wind farm 

construction, including the cost of connecting the site to the electrical grid and building 

road access where necessary. We exclude higher cost sites and select the lowest cost 

sites for more detailed analysis. 

The remaining sites are grouped into 16 wind site clusters for each province. Clusters 

are determined by comparing the hourly generation profiles of each wind site to all 

other sites in the same province and grouping those with the most similar generation 

profiles (based on a least sum of squares method). Thus, sites within a cluster exhibit 

similar hourly and daily generation trends whereas sites in different clusters offer 

generation capacity at contrasting times by province. 

 

29 CanWEA, 2017, Wind Data from the Pan-Canadian Wind Integration Study, available from: www.canwea.ca  

http://www.canwea.ca/
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Figure 5 shows the location of all potential wind sites identified by CanWEA. Sites in 

green were selected from CanWEA’s dataset for inclusion in the modeling. These sites 

tend to have a higher average capacity factor than other sites (see Table 9), while also 

being close to the existing transmission network. The cost of providing transmission to 

these sites increases capital costs by an average of about 10%. 

Figure 5: Wind site selection 

 

Note: Map identifies wind sites selected from CanWEA database for inclusion in modeling (green dots). Map also 

shows existing transmission lines. 
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Table 9: Capacity factors for each province for all sites in CanWEA data and sites 

selected for modeling 

Province All Sites Modeled Sites 

Alberta 0.324 0.383 

British Columbia 0.275 0.342 

Manitoba 0.372 0.393 

New Brunswick 0.375 0.369 

Newfoundland & Labrador 0.388 0.401 

Nova Scotia 0.391 0.412 

Ontario 0.354 0.386 

Prince Edward Island 0.393 0.393 

Québec 0.358 0.378 

Saskatchewan 0.371 0.385 

4.1.4. Reserve requirements and system reliability 

Reserve types and demand for reserves 

IESD represents three types of electricity system reserves, based on the methodology 

used in the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s ReEDS model30, described below 

and summarized in Table 10: 

◼ Spinning reserves: These represent the reserves needed to ensure reliability with 

regards to the errors in day ahead load forecasting and short-term contingency 

events that exist in the real world, but not in deterministic models like IESD. The 

spinning reserve requirement is 3% of load in a given hour. 

◼ Regulation reserves: These represent the reserves needed to balance out short-

term fluctuations in load and variable renewable energy generation. Again, these 

fluctuations are an uncertainty in the real world, represented with a reserve 

requirement in the IESD model. The regulation reserve requirement is 1% of load in 

a given hour plus 0.5% of wind generation and 0.3% of solar generation in that 

hour.  

 

30 Brown, Maxwell, Wesley Cole, Kelly Eurek, Jon Becker, David Bielen, Ilya Chernyakhovskiy, Stuart 
Cohen, et al. 2020. Regional Energy Deployment System (ReEDS) Model Documentation: Version 
2019PDF. Golden, CO: National Renewable Energy Laboratory. NREL/TP-6A20-74111. 

https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy20osti/74111.pdf
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy20osti/74111.pdf
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◼ Flexibility reserves: These represent the reserves that are needed to ensure 

reliability given the potential for day ahead errors in wind and solar generation 

forecasts. Like the other reserves noted above, they allow a deterministic model 

account for the costs/constraints that exist in the real world due to uncertainty. 

Demand for flexibility reserves is equal to 10% of wind energy generation and 4% of 

solar generation in a given hour. 

Table 10: Demand for reserves in IESD 

Reserve Type Reserve Demand 

Spinning Reserves 3% of load in a given hour 

Regulation reserves 
1% of load plus 0.5% of wind generation and 

0.3% of solar generation in a given hour 

Flexibility reserves 
10% of wind generation and 4% of solar 

generation in a given hour. 

To reduce the complexity and run-time of the model, the demand for spinning and 

regulation reserves were combined into a weighted-average representation of short-

term reserves. In practice, this does not change this combined reserve demand, which 

is the sum of spinning and regulation reserves. Rather it affects the reserve supply, as 

explained below. 

Supply of reserves 

A reserve can be supplied by a portion of the available dispatchable generation or 

electricity storage capacity, where “available” is defined as the installed capacity that 

is not producing power or being used for another reserve. In the case of electricity 

storage, the storage device must have the required energy in order to supply a reserve.  

Dispatchable generation is further constrained by assumptions for the rate at which 

they can change output and the assumption for the time in which reserves are 

required: 

◼ Spinning reserves are assumed to be required in 10 minutes 

◼ Regulation reserves are assumed to be required in 5 minutes 

◼ Flexibility reserves are assumed to be required in 60 minutes 

Because IESD solves in hourly increments, these response times and ramp rates are 

mapped as the fraction of available capacity that can satisfy a demand for a given 

reserve type (summarized in Table 11). As noted above, the available supply of 

spinning and regulation reserves by generation technology is modelled as a single 

weighted average value to reduce the complexity and run-time of the analysis. The 

weighting is a function of the magnitude of the spinning and regulation reserve 
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demand. Nuclear, run-of-river hydro, geothermal, tidal and cogeneration do not provide 

reserves. 

Table 11: Reserve supply assumptions 

Generation 

technology 

Ramp rate, % 
of available 

MW/minute 

% of available 
capacity that can 

supply spinning 

reserve (10 min) 

% of available 
capacity that can 

supply regulation 

reserve (5 min) 

% of available 
capacity that can 

supply flexibility 

reserve (60 min) 

Coal, biomass 4% 40% 20% 100% 

Combined-cycle 

gas turbine 
5% 50% 25% 100% 

Gas turbine, oil-
fired turbine or 
reciprocating 

engine 

8% 80% 40% 100% 

Hydro with 

reservoir 
100% 

100% 100% 100% 

Electricity 

storage 
100% 

100% 100% 100% 

Resource adequacy 

Most electricity system operators or regulators require that "firm" generation capacity 

be greater than a forecasted peak load by a specific planning margin. A typical NERC 

requirement is a 14% planning margin. Most conventional generation counts towards 

this in a 1:1 ratio with installed capacity. Variable renewables count, but often with a 

statistical model to determine expected load carrying capacity. Storage could also 

count, again with some statistical model to determine how much energy/capacity is 

available for the forecasted annual peak load. 

For the purposes of this analysis, we have not included a resource adequacy 

requirement. Instead, we allow the model to ensure it can meet the simulated annual 

peak load, without forcing it to account for the uncertainty in the magnitude of this 

peak or in the availability of generation capacity to meet this peak. 

Limitations 

There are several limitations in this modelling approach that generally favour thermal 

generation. These all relate to the inability of the current IESD model to represent 

individual power plants or generation units within a power plant. Specifically, IESD 

does not represent: 
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◼ Ramping costs that would increase the cost of providing reserves with technologies 

that use steam turbines (e.g., coal, biomass, but also including combined heat and 

power). To a lesser extent, these would also increase the cost of supplying reserves 

with gas turbines and reciprocating engines. 

◼ Start-up costs that would increase the cost of providing power from a previously 

unused unit of generation capacity (i.e., not providing power in the previous one-

hour time slice). Again, this is most noticeable for technologies that use steam 

turbines, but would also affect the levelized cost of electricity from gas turbines and 

reciprocating engines. For example, starting a combined cycle gas turbine to run for 

just three hours could add 15 to 30 $/MWh to the cost of electricity produce over 

that time (depending on the temperature of the unit at start-up and utilization of the 

unit over that period). Similarly, those costs would be an additional 7 to 10 $/MWh 

for a gas turbine. 

◼ Start-up constraints that would limit the availability of generation units that have 

been off-line for a significant amount of time (e.g., several days). These units would 

require a “cold start” and would not be able to provide power as quickly as assumed 

in Table 11. 

◼ Reductions in energy efficiency from part-load operation which would increase the 

cost of running a unit at less than 90-100% of its nameplate capacity, in order to 

preserve some available capacity for supplying reserves. 

Representing individual units in IESD adds a significant amount of complexity to the 

model. Getting it to solve in a reasonable amount of time (or at all) would then require 

using much more computing capacity and simplifying other aspects of the model. 

However, if these limitations could be addressed, our hypothesis is that the market for 

electricity storage would grow, especially in a carbon constrained future with growth in 

wind and solar generation. 

4.1.5. Technology archetypes 

Table 12 summarizes the capital costs, operating costs and fuel consumption of the 

generation technology archetypes included in the modelling analysis. Note that new 

conventional nuclear was constrained to refurbishments of existing capacity only. 

Annual capacity factors for renewable generation are in Table 13 (applies to new 

installations from 2020 onward). These vary by province and resource within each 

province (e.g., there are multiple archetypal solar power sites represented in each 

province). Annual average capacity factors for wind and solar are a result of hourly 

inputs, where solar power is based on two-axis panels. 
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Electricity storage is represented by two archetypal technologies. Lithium-ion batteries 

are used to represent opportunities for shorter duration storage (i.e., with lower energy 

to capacity ratios). Flow batteries are used to represent opportunities for longer 

duration storage (i.e., with higher energy to capacity ratios). Capital costs are a 

function of the maximum amount of energy that can be stored (storage capital costs,  

Table 14) and the maximum input/output of the storage (capacity capital costs, Table 

15). 
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Table 12: Generation technology capital costs by year, operating costs and fuel consumption  
capital cost ($/kW)   operating costs fuel consumption Illustrative 

LCOE in 2050* 

  2020 2030 2040 2050 $/kW $/MWh GJ/MWhe $/MWh 

Coal 3,384 3,384 3,384 3,384 36 0 9.3 84 

Combined-cycle NG 1,330 1,227 1,183 1,139 25 5 6.4 60 

Single-cycle NG 1,215 1,120 1,080 1,041 9 18 11.4 90 

Oil 1,123 1,123 1,123 1,123 9 18 11.4 145 

Coal CCS 7,530 6,524 5,517 4,510 84 23 11.3 134 

Natural gas CCS 3,364 2,915 2,465 2,015 37 8 7.5 89 

Biomass 5,196 5,001 4,748 4,467 133 12 13.5 206 

Solar 1,705 875 767 659 32 0 0.0 48 

On shore wind 2,003 1,135 1,003 853 55 0 0.0 39 

Off shore wind 3,893 2,072 1,551 1,305 163 0 0.0 57 

Nuclear (conventional) 8,876 8,876 8,876 8,876 165 2 11.1 179 

Nuclear (small modular reactor) 7,881 6,814 5,747 4,680 165 1 11.1 97 

Run-of-the-river hydro 6,084 6,084 6,084 6,084 106 0 0.0 135 

Geothermal 7,403 6,258 5,952 5,661 115 15 0.0 141 

Cogeneration 1,464 1,464 1,464 1,464 16 5 6.8 64 

Notes: All costs in 2019 CAD. Costs are based on the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s Annual Technology Baseline (CAD-USD exchange rate of 1.3) except 

for large hydro (based on costs for specific projects that vary by province), small modular reactors (NuScale Power’s nth of a kind target of $3,600/kW USD being 

achieved by 2050, adjusted to CAD), conventional nuclear (the US Energy Information Administration’s Capital Cost and Performance Characteristic Estimates for 

Utility Scale Electric Power Generating Technologies) and cogeneration (Navius Research’s technology database). 

*Levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) is illustrative and does not serve as a model input. Key assumptions for used for this calculation include 15% discount rate 

amortized over 30 years; $4/GJ natural gas price, $1/GJ coal, $9/GJ oil, $0.2/GJ uranium, $7/GJ biomass; and capacity factors for solar (25%), onshore wind 

(40%), offshore wind (45%), gas (70%), nuclear (90%) and all other sources (80%). 
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Table 13: Renewable generation capacity factors 

 Capacity factor range 

Solar 14% to 27% (variation by province and site) 

On shore wind 35% to 40% (variation by province and site) 

Off shore wind 40% to 45% (variation by province and site) 

Small, Run-of-the-river hydro 40% to 45% (variation by province and site) 

Large hydro Calibrated to historical utilization by province 

Note: Capacity utilization changes over time due to performance improvements that are not captured in the 

analysis, likely resulting in higher levelized cost for wind and solar than if performance continues to improve as 

projected by NREL. A sensitivity is performed to examine the impact of higher capacity factors for solar (please see 

Section 4.1.8 for details). 

Table 14: Electricity storage technology, storage capital costs ($/kWh, 2019 CAD) 
 2020 2030 2040 2050 

Short-duration (archetype 
based on lithium-ion battery) 

321 151 122 92 

Long-duration (archetype 
based on flow battery) 

260 147 106 64 

Table 15: Electricity storage technology, power capital costs ($/kW, 2019 CAD) and 

other operating characteristics 
 

2020 2030 2040 2050 
Roundtrip 
efficiency 

(%) 

Storage 
loss (%/hr) 

Min. 
energy:power 
(i.e. duration) 

Short-duration (archetype 
based on lithium-ion 
battery) 

279 132 106 80 85% 0.01% 1 

Long-duration (archetype 
based on flow battery) 

1,049 594 425 257 80% 0.02% 4 

4.1.6. Load growth 

Several scenarios of load growth were developed for this project as shown in Table 16, 

both using Navius’ gTech model (described more in Appendix B: Introduction to gTech): 

◼ Current policy forecast taking into account the impact of baseline assumptions 

about economic growth (e.g., 1.8% average annual growth rate through 2050), 

energy prices (e.g., oil prices recovering to $65/bbl WTI), technology choice (e.g., 

the cost and performance of electric vehicles as well as consumer preferences and 

how they may change) and provincial and federal policies on Canadian electricity 

demand (e.g., carbon pricing, ZEV mandates). 
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◼ Specifying specific market share constraints determined by NRCan. Please note 

that ultimately only the high electrification scenario was simulated, in order to 

reduce the overall number of simulations. 

Table 16: Share of end-use in 2050* 

Sector End-use 
High 

electrification 

Low 

electrification 
Current policy 

Residential 
 

Cold climate ASHP 85 49 14 

Heat Pump Water Heater 85 24 13 

Appliances 100 96 
Varies by end-

use 

Commercial 

Cold climate ASHP 65 36 22 

Heat pump water heater 65 18 14 

Aux. equipment 100 92 100 

Space cooling 100 94 100 

Transportation 
Passenger road (PEVs) 90 50 56 

Freight road (PEVs) 42 23 6 

Industry 

Light manufacturing low-

temperature heat 
80 Default 

4 

Mining 50 Default 
Varies by end-

use 

All other industry Default Default 
Varies by end-

use 

*linear increase from 2020 default values. ASHP denotes air sour heat pump. PEV denotes battery-electric vehicle. 

Please note that the efficiency of heat pumps was calibrated to specific values provided by NRCan, which reach 

COPs of between 2 and 3.6 in 2050 for air source heat pumps depending on the province. 

4.1.7. Dispatchable load 

Our goal in modelling dispatchable load is, in broad strokes, to understand how its 

adoption within several end-uses affects the future size of the market for electricity 

storage. The end-uses which have dispatchable load in this analysis are electric space 

heating, electric space cooling, and light and medium/heavy-duty battery-electric 

transportation. 

We use a scenario approach where we assume dispatchable load is adopted to some 

extent, or not at all. We are not modelling the rate of adoption of dispatchable load as 

a function of technology performance and costs/benefits, human behaviour and policy 

incentives or regulations. Therefore, our scenarios with dispatchable load will only 

indicate whether these technologies could be relevant to the quantity electricity 
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storage that is developed. The scenarios will not tell us if dispatchable load is likely to 

affect the electricity storage market. 

Even in this limited capacity, our scenarios are only a preliminary analysis that could 

be broadened by exploring an expanded set of technology assumptions or by using 

more detailed modelling. For example, this could include different assumptions about 

the rate at which energy can be stored and discharged and total storage capacity (i.e., 

ratio of kW to kWh for all three end-uses) and different assumptions about the timing 

of electricity use in the absence of dispatchable load (e.g., changes in electric vehicle 

charging habits or charging infrastructure availability). 

Regarding detail, we model each end-use as “one big battery” to keep our analysis 

tractable. Therefore, we are not modelling the individual energy storage units for each 

home, building or vehicle. This approach makes dispatchable loads appear somewhat 

more flexible than they really are and can overstate their impact. 

The remainder of this document describes the equations used to model dispatchable 

load and the values we assigned to the parameters in those equations for each of the 

three energy end-uses. 

Dispatchable load equations and parameters 

Several equations define and constrain the operation of dispatchable load in the 

model across all applicable energy end-uses. Notably, these equations define the rate 

at which energy can be stored, the maximum quantity of energy that can be stored, the 

quantity of stored energy available in a given hour and the way in which electricity 

demand affects the discharge of that stored energy versus direct electricity 

consumption from the grid. 

Limit on the rate of energy storage  

For all energy end-uses with dispatchable load, the rate at which they can store energy 

(e.g., in kW) must be less than their maximum charging capacity (e.g., again in kW). For 

example, an electric vehicle can not charge at a rate greater than it’s maximum 

charging rate. Specifically for a given end-use “eu” in a given hour “h”: 

𝐸𝐷_𝐷𝐿𝐶𝑒𝑢,ℎ ≤ 𝑑𝐿𝐷𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑢 

Where: 

◼  ED_DLCeu,h is the rate at which energy is stored during the current hour 
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◼ dL_Dooreu is the maximum rate at which energy can be stored  

Limit on the quantity of stored energy 

For all energy end-uses with dispatchable load, the quantity of energy stored (e.g., in 

kWh) must be less than their maximum storage capacity (e.g., again in kWh). For 

example, an electric vehicle cannot store more energy than its battery can hold. 

Specifically for a given end-use “eu” in a given hour “h”: 

𝐸𝐷_𝐷𝐿𝐵𝑒𝑢,ℎ ≤ 𝑑𝑙𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑢 

Where: 

◼  ED_DLBeu,h is the cumulative quantity of energy stored in the current hour (i.e., 

including energy stored in previous hours that has not been discharged) 

◼ dL_StoreCapeu is the maximum quantity of energy that can be stored 

Definition of the quantity of stored energy in a given hour 

The amount of energy stored by a given energy end-use with dispatchable load is equal 

to the amount of energy that was stored in the previous hour multiplied by the percent 

of energy from the previous hour that remains after account for storage loss/self 

discharge, plus energy stored in the current hour, minus the energy discharged from 

storage in that same hour. Specifically for a given end-use “eu” in a given hour “h”: 

𝐸𝐷_𝐷𝐿𝐵𝑒𝑢,ℎ = 𝐸𝐷_𝐷𝐿𝐵𝑒𝑢,ℎ−1 × 𝑑𝐿𝐵𝑎𝑙𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑢 + 𝐸𝐷_𝐷𝐿𝐶𝑒𝑢,ℎ − 𝐸𝐷_𝐷𝐿𝐷𝑒𝑢,ℎ 

Where: 

◼ ED_DLBeu,h is the cumulative quantity of energy stored in the current hour (i.e., 

including energy stored in previous hours that has not been discharged)  

◼ ED_DLBeu,h-1 is the cumulative quantity of energy stored in the previous hour 

◼ dLBalEffeu is the % of energy that cumulative energy stored in the previous hour that 

still remains in the current hour after accounting storage loss/self-discharge 

◼ ED_DLCeu,h is the rate at which energy is stored during a given hour. Over a single 

one-hour modelling period, this rate is equivalent to the total energy stored by that 

end-use during that hour (i.e., kW over one hour equals kWh) 

◼ ED_DLDeu,h is the quantity of energy discharged from the storage during a given 

hour 
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Supplying hourly load demanded from dispatchable loads 

The hourly demand for energy from dispatchable loads can be satisfied by using stored 

energy (applied to all end-uses) or direct consumption (space heating and cooling only, 

electric vehicles may only use stored energy). For space cooling only, the energy lost 

from self-discharge/storage loss helps satisfy the heating load. Again, for a given end-

use “eu” during a given hour “h”: 

𝑑𝐿𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑢,ℎ =  𝐸𝐷_𝐷𝐿𝐷𝑒𝑢,ℎ + 𝐸𝐷_𝐷𝐿𝐷𝐼𝑅𝑒𝑢,ℎ + 𝐸𝐷_𝐷𝐿𝐵𝑒𝑢,ℎ−1 × (1 − 𝑑𝐿𝐵𝑎𝑙𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑢) 

Where: 

◼ dLDemeu,h is the hourly load for a given end-use “eu” in hour “h”. 

◼ ED_DLDeu,h is the energy supplied from storage for end-use “eu” in hour “h”. 

◼ ED_DLDIReu,h is the energy supplied directly from the electricity grid for end-use “eu” 

in hour “h” (does not apply for electric vehicles)  

◼ ED_DLBeu,h-1 x (1-bLBalLosseu) is the quantity of energy that satisfies load in a given 

hour “h” resulting from a loss of energy from what was stored in the previous hour 

(space heating only, i.e., standby loss of heat helps satisfy the demand for space 

heating). 

Dispatchable space heating 

The model includes an archetypal representation of electric thermal storage (ETS) 

technologies designed for heating, which allows the model to represent the dispatch of 

electric space heating loads for residential and commercial buildings. The model 

represents room ETS heating units and central ETS heating units. 

In theory, ETS heaters can have any ratio between the total storage capacity and the 

rate at which energy can flow into or out of that storage. Energy storage and release 

can occur at any time. In practice, heating ETS systems have generally been developed 

to shift daytime heating load to off-peak night-time hours. The commercially available 

ETS heaters are designed to heat-up over eight hours overnight (while also providing 

heating if necessary) and release that heat over the next 16 daytime hours. Because 

the thermal storage is often located within the building envelope, this heat loss helps 

satisfy demand for space heating. 

The room technology archetype is based on an electric resistance convector with 

insulated ceramic bricks. These units form a cabinet that is 20-30 cm deep, roughly 

the size of a short bookshelf. This technology allows dispatch of the resistance electric 
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space heating load in the model. Table 17 describes the room ETS technology 

parameters and their values. 

The central technology archetype is based on larger storage units that integrate with 

heat pumps, supplying heat by forced air or hydronic heating systems. The thermal 

storage is insulated ceramic bricks, or water/glycol for hydronic systems, typically 

located in the utility/mechanical room of a building. This technology allows the 

dispatch of electric heat pump loads in the model. Table 18 describes the room ETS 

technology parameters and their values. 

Table 17: Room space heating with ETS dispatchable load parameters 

Parameter name Parameter description Value Rational and source 

dL_Door 

Maximum rate at which 
electricity can be stored 

as heat 

2.2 kW per 1 
kW heating 

capacity Based on the Dimplex Quantum 

QSH-90 1 kW heater31 

dL_StoreCap 

Maximum quantity of 
electricity can be stored 

as heat 

15.4 kWh per 
1 kW heating 

capacity 

dLBalEff 

The % of heat from the 
previous hour that 

remains after standby 

loss 

97.5% 

Modern electric thermal storage 
systems are required to be “high 
heat retention systems” by UK 

regulation, meaning they lose only 
45% of their heat over 24hrs after 

a full charge (equivalent to 

2.5%/hr).32  

 

31 Dimplex, Owners Manual Quantum Storage Heater, Accessed 10/09/2020 from 

www.dimplex.com/cms/publications/7212670100R05_EN.pdf 

32 Building Research Establishment (BRE), 2012, The Government’s Standard Assessment Procedure for Energy Rating of 

Dwellings, 2012 Edition. Accessed 10/09/2020 from www.bre.co.uk/filelibrary/SAP/2012/SAP-2012_9-92.pdf 
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Table 18: Central space heating with ETS dispatchable load parameters 

Parameter name Parameter description Value Rational and source 

dL_Door 

Maximum rate at which 
electricity can be stored 

as heat 

5.5 kWelectric 

(14 kWthermal) 
per household 

(or household 
equivalent of 

energy) 

Based on Steffes manufacturing 
ETS unit (60Amp).33 Adjusted 
from quantities thermal energy 

using a coefficient of 
performance of 2.53 for the heat 

pump 
dL_StoreCap 

Maximum quantity of 
electricity can be stored 

as heat 

47.4 kWhelectric 

(120kWhthermal) 

per household 
(or household 

equivalent of 

energy) 

dLBalEff 

The % of heat from the 
previous hour that 
remains after standby 

loss 

97.5% 
Set equivalent to the room 

technology 

Dispatchable space cooling 

The model includes an archetypal representation of electric thermal storage (ETS) 

technologies integrated with space cooling energy use. This allows the model to 

represent the dispatch of electric space cooling loads for residential and commercial 

building. This technology requires centralized distribution of cooling with the thermal 

energy stored in tanks of cold and/or frozen water, often located outside of building 

envelope. Consequently, we assume that energy loss from ETS cooling systems does 

not help satisfy building cooling loads. 

Cooling with ETS is very flexible with regards to the ratio of storage capacity relative to 

the rate at which thermal energy can enter and exit the system as well as the timing of 

energy storage and release. In practice, ETS cooling systems for large buildings have 

been designed to store all required thermal energy overnight, eliminating daytime 

electricity consumption for cooling. Alternatively, these systems have been designed 

such that the stored cold supplements the air conditioning equipment during the day, 

allowing the equipment to be downsized. Residential ETS cooling systems have only 

recently been commercially available from a company called Ice Energy (though it is 

currently in receivership). These systems were designed with enough storage capacity 

to avoid using electricity during the four to five hottest hours of the day which coincide 

with peak electricity demand in regions where there is significant use of air 

 

33 Steffes, Comfort Plus Forced Air Furnaces (4100 Series) Specifications, Accessed 10/09/2020 from 

www.steffes.com/electric-thermal-storage/forced-air-furnaces/ 
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conditioning. The parameters and values used to characterize ETS cooling in the model 

are in Table 19. 

Table 19: Central space heating with ETS dispatchable load parameters 

Parameter name Parameter description Value Rational and source 

dL_Door 

Maximum rate at which 
electricity can be stored 

as cold water or ice 

5.1 kWelectric 

(16 kWthermal) 
per household 

(or household 
equivalent of 

energy) 
Based on the sizing of Ice Energy 

“Ice Bear” residential units.34 

Adjusted from quantities thermal 

energy using a SEER of 12 for the 

air conditioner (COP 3.1) 

dL_StoreCap 

Maximum quantity of 
electricity can be stored 

as cold water or ice 

23.7 
kWhelectric 

(74kWhthermal) 
per household 

(or household 
equivalent of 

energy) 

dLBalEff 

The % of thermal energy 
from the previous hour 

that remains after 

standby loss 

99.7% 

Based on the Ice Energy’s “Ice 
Bear” units, are quoted to lose 5% 

of stored energy over a 24hr 
period. Cold storage relies on a 

phase change (i.e., freezing 
water), so the relative 

temperature difference between 
the storage and the environment 

is lower than with heat storage, 
hence the rate of energy loss is 

lower. 

Dispatchable electric vehicle charging 

The model also includes dispatchable vehicle charging for light-duty vehicles and 

medium/heavy-duty vehicles. Because these vehicles disconnect from the electric grid 

when they are in use, the function of dispatchable load from vehicles differs from other 

end-uses in two ways: 

◼ First, energy consumption from these end-uses can only be supplied by the stored 

energy. 

◼ Second, vehicle battery charging is constrained by the assumption that 

dispatchable load can only change the timing of when the battery is charged during 

the period when a vehicle is plugged-in, not the quantity of energy stored. Therefore, 

 

34 US Department of Energy Office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy, Ice Bear Storage Module, Accessed 

10/09/2020 from www.energy.gov/eere/amo/ice-bear-storage-module; IceEnergy, IceBear20 Technical Specifications, 

Accessed 10/09/2020 from www.k-ges.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/KASAB-IceEnergy-IceBear20-Product-

Specification.pdf 

http://www.energy.gov/eere/amo/ice-bear-storage-module
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vehicles will always store as much energy as possible when they are plugged in and 

dispatchable load will only affect when the load occurs during the charging session.  

The timing of driving versus parking and energy use for driving is based on an in-house 

electric vehicle load model we are developing. Driving patterns for multiple vehicle 

types are based on empirical data produced by the START research group at Simon 

Fraser University and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory. 

Table 20 shows the key parameter values for light-duty vehicles and Table 21 shows 

them for medium/heavy-duty vehicles. 

Table 20: Light-duty vehicle dispatchable load parameters 

Parameter name Parameter description Value Rationale and source 

dL_Door 
Maximum rate at which 

electricity can be stored 
6.7 kW 

Assuming 85% of home chargers 
are 240V, 15% are 120V. 15% of 

work and destination parking has 

240V charging 

dL_StoreCap 
Maximum quantity of 
electricity that can be 

stored 

45 kWh 

Assuming the average battery 
electric light-duty vehicle has a 
maximum range of 250 km, using 

18 kWh/100km 

dLBalEff 

The % of electricity from 
the previous hour that 

remains after self 

discharge 

99.995% 

Based on a self discharge rate of 
5% per month for lithium-ion 

batteries, consistent with what 
was noted in the electricity 

storage technology review 

Table 21: Medium/heavy-duty vehicle dispatchable load parameters 

Parameter name Parameter description Value Rationale and source 

dL_Door 
Maximum rate at which 

electricity can be stored 
150 kW Based on a plausible 

configuration for a class 8 tractor 
trailer providing urban and 

regional drayage and freight 

services 
dL_StoreCap 

Maximum quantity of 
electricity that can be 

stored 

400 kWh 

dLBalEff 

The % of electricity from 
the previous hour that 
remains after self 

discharge 

99.995% 
Same assumption as for light-duty 

vehicles 

Scenario inputs: Rate of adoption/use 

Again, we are studying dispatchable load within this analysis to understand if it could 

have an impact on the market for energy storage rather than predicting if it will have 

an impact. Consistent with this goal, we assume a fixed percentage of all potential 

dispatchable loads that are participating in this activity. In other words, we are 
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assuming that there is both the requisite technology adoption (as in the case of space 

heating and cooling) and acceptance of this activity by consumers. 

In our scenarios with dispatchable load, we assume that starting in 2025, 5% of the 

loads described in this document are dispatchable. This rises to 12.5% in 2030 and 

ultimately 50% from 2045 onwards. 

4.1.8. Scenario structure 

Scenarios in IESD were structured to examine all combinations of the sensitivities 

summarized in Table 22. 

Table 22: Scenario structure overview 

 Baseline 
assumption 

Sensitivity Rationale and source 

Battery storage 
availability 

Available Not available Toggle to determine the impact of storage on the 
electricity system 

Dispatchable 
load 

availability 

Available Not available Toggle to determine the impact of dispatchable 
load on the electricity system (including the 

adoption of storage) 

Solar capacity 
factor 

27% max in 
AB/SK 

32% max in 
AB/SK 

Baseline assumption reflects best available 
technology (2-axis mounting) in solar maps of 

Canada provided by EcoSmart: 
https://ecosmartsun.com/solar-map-canada/ 

High capacity factor adds 5 percentage points by 

region to reflect anticipated performance 
improvement of tracking systems and PV cell 

efficiency 

Electrification Current 
policy 

High 
electrification 

Current policy forecast developed using gTech 

High electrification end use specified by NRCan 

(see page 4.1.6) 

New nuclear 
availability 

Not 
available 

Available Toggle to allow new nuclear 

Carbon price Current 
policy 

$368/t CO2e 
in 2050 

Current policy reflects $50/t federal backstop 

High carbon price reflects social cost of carbon 
reported by: Environment and Climate Change 

Canada. 2016. Technical Update to Environment 
and Climate Change Canada’s Social Cost of 

Greenhouse Gas Estimates. 

All prices in 2019$ CAD. 

https://ecosmartsun.com/solar-map-canada/
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4.1.9. Reporting metrics 

For each simulation, the following metrics were reported: 

◼ Total capacity (“totalCap”) and capacity additions (“newCap”). Total generating 

capacity and new capacity additions (MW) by generation type.  

◼ Total storage (“storeTotalCap”) and storage additions (“storeNewCap”). Electricity 

storage power (MW) and energy (MWh) capacity by storage technology type (i.e., 

lithium-ion and two flow battery archetypes). 

◼ Generation by type (“genByUnit”). Electricity generation (TWh) by generation type.  

◼ Electricity balance (“elecBalance”). Electricity supply and demand (TWh), including 

generation, consumption, imports and exports. 

◼ Electricity trade (“Trade”). Electricity trade (MWh) between region pairs. Please note 

that the trade model runs before the dispatch model, so the results do not provide 

an indication of how storage can impact electricity trade. 

◼ Greenhouse gas emissions (“elecGhg”). Greenhouse gas emissions (Mt CO2e) by 

generating technology type. Please note that emissions are higher than electricity 

emissions reported by the NIR due to the inclusion of cogeneration. 

◼ Electricity expenditures (“eExpend”). Total electricity sector costs (million 2015$), 

including capital expenditures, fixed and variable operating expenditures, fuel, 

carbon (i.e., due to carbon pricing policies), imports and exports (entered as a 

negative value). 

◼ Wholesale electricity price (“ePrice”). Cost of generating electricity (2015$/MWh), 

equal to the sum of electricity expenditures divided by consumption. 

4.2. Results and discussion 
All results are compiled in the accompanying Excel dashboard, allowing users to 

explore the impact of varying assumptions on adoption of storage and other electricity 

system metrics as described above. 

This section reviews these results, focusing on the following questions: 

◼ What is the potential size of the grid-scale electricity storage market? 

◼ What is the value of storage? 
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◼ What is the value of dispatchable load? 

◼ Is reducing gas generation and capacity a cost-effective means of deep 

decarbonization? 

◼ What are the most promising zero-emissions generation options? 

◼ What is the relative importance of energy storage for climate change mitigation?  

Results are discussed in the context of model strengths and weaknesses, 

distinguishing between high and low confidence findings 

4.2.1. What is the potential size of the grid-scale 
electricity storage market? 

With a continuation of current climate policies (i.e., notably the carbon price not 

growing beyond $50/tCO2e in 2022)35, the market for grid-scale electricity storage 

grows to about 136 GWh in 2050 (baseline storage, Figure 6). This is equivalent to 

roughly 35 GW of installed capacity across Canada, equivalent to 15% of generation 

capacity in that year. The storage is almost entirely shorter-duration (e.g., lithium-ion 

batteries with a 4-5 hr duration) (Table 23).  

This result is not highly sensitive to assumptions about the future costs of grid-scale 

storage batteries or solar PV capacity factors. However, the market for grid-based 

storage shrinks when there is a significant adoption of dispatchable load. Given that 

these grid-services have a similar function, the market for storage declines by about 

40% (smaller by 60 GWh or 11 GW, Figure 6 and Table 23). Recall, the quantity of 

dispatchable load is assumed rather than simulated (set to account for roughly 50% of 

space heating and cooling and electric vehicle charging by 2045). Therefore, this result 

only indicates that the quantity of dispatchable load that is available is highly relevant 

to the size of the storage market. It does not demonstrate that dispatchable load is 

likely to affect the electricity storage market because this analysis does not simulate 

the factors that will define the deployment and use of this practice. 

Factors that increase the adoption of variable renewable electricity generation (VRE 

generation, notably wind and solar power) and/or increase the electrification of energy 

end-uses such as transport and space heating will both increase the market for grid-

 

35 Please note that this analysis was conducted prior to the federal government’s announcement of the carbon price 

increase to $170/t. 
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scale storage. With high electrification36 the market for grid-scale storage increases to 

332 GWh (62 GW, 22% of installed generation capacity) (Figure 6 and Table 23). We 

have good confidence in this result, based on our degree of confidence in the 

hourly/seasonal profiles of these loads. However, the result is subject to the extent to 

which these future loads are dispatchable (i.e., if yes, then the market for grid-scale 

storage is smaller). 

With increased electrification, most of the additional storage is shorter-duration (4hr) 

but the addition of a strong carbon price (rising to $360/tCO2e, 2019 CAD, by 2050) 

further increases the market for longer-duration (e.g., 11 hour) storage by 52 GWh (5 

GW) (Figure 6 and Table 23). We have fair confidence of this result if the cost of solar 

PV declines as assumed in this analysis. The low-cost of solar combined with the 

carbon price leads to an electricity system where more than 50% of the installed 

generation capacity across Canada in 2050 is VRE. The long-duration storage further 

enables the electricity system to avoid curtailing solar generation during the day and 

using gas-generation at night. 

Figure 6: Grid-scale electricity storage in Canada, GWh in 2050 (data label shows the 

average duration, i.e. ratio of storage:capacity for each storage type) 

 

 

36 Recall this means that 85% and 65% of residential and commercial space heating is electric, respectively; 90% of light-

duty vehicles and 40% of road freight vehicles are electric. 
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Table 23: Grid-scale electricity storage in Canada, GW in 2050 
 Baseline 

capacity 

High solar 
capacity 

factor 

Dispatchable 
load 

Electrification 
Carbon 

price 

Carbon price 
& 

electrification 

Shorter duration 
storage (e.g., Li-
ion battery) 

33.3 39.2 22.8 57.6 38.4 61.8 

Longer duration 
storage (e.g., 
flow battery) 

1.2 0.8 0.5 4.7 4.0 5.8 

4.2.2. What is the value of grid-scale storage? 

The adoption of grid-scale storage could reduce electricity system costs in Canada by 

between about $2 and $8 billion (2015$) annually in 2050 (Figure 7). This is 

equivalent to a reduction in electricity prices in the range of $3/MWh to $8/MWh 

(Canadian average impact). 

The future value of grid-scale storage is tied to the future size of the storage market. 

Market size is indicative of the value of storage and a larger market means there is 

more storage creating value (or avoiding costs). The value of storage is also increased 

when avoided costs are larger (e.g., a rising carbon price increases the costs avoided 

when storage reduces natural gas consumption). For example: 

◼ Higher solar capacity factors have a small positive impact on the value of storage. 

We have good confidence in this result because it is based on simple relationships. 

Higher solar capacity factor means there is more low-cost solar electricity to be 

arbitraged between day and night. 

◼ Dispatchable load has a negative impact on the value of storage. Again, we have 

good confidence in this result since dispatchable load and storage play a similar 

role in an electricity system. However, as mentioned above this result only shows 

that dispatchable load could suppress the value of storage, not that it necessarily 

will. 

◼ More electrification increases the value of storage. Electrification results in greater 

load growth while increasing peak loads. This creates a larger market for flexible 

sources of capacity, such as storage, and in many cases, electrification also leads 

to a greater cost differential for energy arbitrage between on and off-peak periods.  

◼ A strong carbon price, rising to more than $300/tCO2e (2019 CAD) by 2050, has a 

large positive impact on the value of storage. A price on carbon emissions has two 

direct effects on the electricity system (excluding changes in demand): (1) it 

increases the adoption of VRE generation, which increases the market for storage; 
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and (2) it increases the cost of gas, making storage relatively more attractive for 

meeting peak loads while allowing more VRE to be substituted for gas. Notably, in 

the scenario with the high electrification and the rising carbon price, the availability 

of storage cuts gas consumption in by 45% in 2050, resulting in a substantial 

avoided carbon cost and avoided fuel cost (about $1.1 billion/yr and $2.8 billion/yr, 

across Canada, Figure 7). 

Figure 7: Value of storage in Canada in 2050 

Benefits are presented as avoided annual costs, where capex is annuities that would have been paid on the avoided capital costs.  

The value of storage is influenced by each province’s unique electricity supply mix and 

load curve. Expressed in levelized costs terms, the benefit of storage reduces 

electricity costs by 1-6 $/MWh if carbon prices across Canada rise to $50/tCO2e in 

2022, or up to 6-15 $/MWh with a carbon price that continues increasing (Figure 8). 

In the baseline scenario, which does not include a rising carbon price, the benefit of 

storage is generally greater in: 

◼ Provinces with lots of VRE generation, which include PEI and potentially BC by mid-

century. However, the value of storage in PEI is uncertain in this analysis because 

transmission connections to mainland Canada are particularly important for that 

province’s electricity system, yet the further development of these connections is 

not simulated in this analysis. 

◼ Provinces with less flexible generation mixes, notably Ontario’s mix of nuclear and 

VRE. 
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Conversely, storage provides less value in the baseline scenario in provinces with more 

flexible generation mixes (e.g., gas-dominant Alberta and Saskatchewan, without a 

rising carbon price or stronger carbon constraints) and hydro provinces (e.g., Manitoba 

& Québec). 

In all provinces the value of storage is substantially larger when there is electrification 

paired with a rising carbon price. 

Figure 8: Benefit of storage by province in 2050, with current policy (baseline 

assumptions) and with a strong GHG mitigation effort (carbon price & electrification)  

 

Because of the limitations of this methodology, we have good confidence that these 

results provide a conservative lower bound for value of electricity storage (and size of 

the market) under the assumptions used in this analysis. These limitations include the 

representation of industrial cogeneration, the lack of seasonal electricity storage 

options, and the exclusion of startup and ramping costs for individual thermal 

generation units. 

First, there is a substantial amount of gas-fired cogeneration that is indexed to the 

growth of industrial loads in this analysis. While this generation could be decarbonized 

using carbon capture and storage (i.e., CCS, where CCS with cogeneration is not 

represented in this analysis), it could also be an additional market for VRE generation 

paired with storage and stand-alone industrial heat generation. This potential market 

is significant given that is represents roughly 10% of national generation throughout 

the analysis. However, it is also uncertain because a large proportion of this 

cogeneration is linked to ongoing growth in the upstream oil and gas sector, which 

itself is uncertain in a globally carbon constrained future. 
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Third, this analysis did not include a cost-effective option for seasonal electricity 

storage. As explained below in section 0, it seems likely that there would be an 

additional market for seasonal storage, especially in regions that currently have 

substantial thermal generation capacity (e.g., Alberta) if the carbon price continues to 

rise for the next several decades (or more generally if GHG policy gets stronger). 

Finally, the model does not represent individual generation units with their specific 

startup costs, ramping constraints from startup (e.g., during a cold start), or reduced 

energy efficiency during part-load operation. Including these factors would make 

thermal capacity less flexible and more costly to operate, especially as greater VRE 

generation increases the frequency of ramping and starting/stopping of individual 

units. However, in practice, these costs and constraints are likely to have a minor 

impact on the potential for storage. An hourly analysis of the results shows that by 

2040 and 2050, thermal capacity tends to operate in sustained bursts (e.g. , 6-12+ 

hours) during the fall and winter. Additional operating costs would increase the 

levelized cost of gas-generation by 1-2% resulting in modest additional growth in the 

value of storage. 

There are some additional limitations of the methodology that have an unknown 

directional impact on the value of storage (and the size of the storage market), though 

we believe the impacts to be small. These limitations include: 

◼ The starting and ending conditions for electricity storage in the model.  

➢ Storage starts/ends each simulated year on the calendar year (end of December, 

start of January) and we assume it must be 25% full at that time. This is an ad-

hoc decision that has a noticeable impact but only on the generation that occurs 

in the weeks at the start and end of each year. 

◼ The inclusion of curtailed VRE within the reliability reserve requirement. 

➢ This requirement is based on the amount of VRE capacity that is producing power 

but a limitation of the model is that curtailed VRE still needs to be backed up by 

reserve capacity. This limitation will overstate the need for reserve capacity, 

especially in the summer months when there is a surplus of solar energy. 

However, summer peak generation (including curtailed solar power) in most 

regions is similar to winter peak loads, so this limitation does not significantly 

change the modeled peak reserve requirement. 
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4.2.3. What is the value of dispatchable load? 

The adoption of dispatchable load, which could also include distributed electricity 

storage, could reduce electricity system costs in Canada by between $2 and $8 billion 

(2015$) annually in 2050 (Figure 9). Note that while the value of dispatchable load 

appears very similar to the value of grid-scale storage, we have good confidence that 

this estimate represents an upper bound, whereas the value of storage reported is 

likely a lower bound. The reason is that the availability and quantity of dispatchable 

load is based on the assumption that 50% of building heating and cooling loads and 

transport loads will participate. This assumption does not account for the cost of 

setting up and managing these loads or the cost of acquiring participants (e.g., if a 

financial incentive is required for consumers to allow their loads to be dispatched). 

Furthermore, the value of dispatchable load can only be realized if the technology is 

further developed, deployed and accepted by regulators and electricity consumers.  

Notwithstanding these barriers, the value of dispatchable load varies in the same way 

as the value of grid-scale storage. For example, electrification and a rising carbon price 

allow dispatchable load to provide a greater value, while a higher solar capacity factor 

has a minimal impact on the value of dispatchable load. As expected, the availability of 

grid-scale electricity storage reduces the value of dispatchable load since there is a 

significant overlap in the grid-services they provide. However, it is not a zero-sum 

change and the total value provided by dispatchable load and grid-scale storage is 

larger than the value provided by each on its own. 

Figure 9: Benefit of dispatchable load in Canada in 2050, baseline benefit is without 

any availability of grid-scale storage 
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4.2.4. Is reducing gas a cost-effective means of deep 
decarbonization? 

This analysis indicates that completely eliminating gas capacity and gas-fired 

generation is not a cost-effective means of reducing GHG emissions. However, this is a 

lower-confidence result given that the results also show that gas generation operates 

primarily during the winter and that there is surplus of VRE produced during the 

summer. This analysis did not include seasonal storage of electricity, but preliminary 

calculations indicate that seasonal storage of the summer surplus would be more cost-

effective than gas generation in the winter. 

The results, produced without seasonal storage, show that even in a future that is not 

conducive to gas-fired generation (rising carbon price, high solar PV capacity factor, 

dispatchable load), gas-fired capacity rises from 2030 to 2050, ultimately reaching 

about 27 GW. Over that same period, gas-fired generation grows as well, reaching 

almost 45 TWh by 2050 (Table 24). 

Table 24: Gas-fired electricity capacity and generation in Canada with a rising carbon 

price, high electrification, high solar PV capacity factor and dispatchable load 

 2030 2040 2050 

Capacity, GW    

Single-cycle turbine 6.3 6.0 5.9 

Combined-cycle turbine 7.1 7.1 6.6 

Combined-cycle turbine w. CCS 3.9 6.6 14.4 

Total gas capacity 17.3 19.8 27.0 

% of total installed capacity 9.3% 8.6% 9.2% 

Generation, GWh    

Single-cycle turbine 0.5 0.4 0.2 

Combined-cycle turbine 9.9 6.7 3.9 

Combined-cycle turbine w. CCS 14.3 21.6 41.1 

Total gas generation 24.8 28.6 45.3 

% of total generation 3.3% 3.3% 4.3% 

Capacity utilization    

Single-cycle turbine 1% 1% 0.5% 

Combined-cycle turbine 16% 11% 7% 

Combined-cycle turbine w. CCS 42% 37% 33% 
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A breakdown of gas generation by type (single and combined cycle, combined cycle 

with CCS) and a detailed look at the hourly operation of the electricity system model 

explains why gas-fired capacity and generation persists: 

◼ There is no growth in the capacity of single-cycle gas turbines and this resource is 

rarely used to produce electricity (Table 24). The capacity persists largely to supply 

reserves when batteries are otherwise unavailable (e.g., already in use or not 

sufficiently charged).  

◼ Combined cycle-generation with CCS sees the greatest growth in capacity and 

generation. Using Alberta as an example, this resource is used to provide low-

carbon energy in the winter months as well as during early spring and late fall 

(Figure 10), with an overall capacity utilization around 30-40% across Canada 

(Table 24). 

◼ Combined cycle-generation capacity (without CCS) grows modestly and generally 

provides energy only in the winter months (again using Alberta as an example in 

Figure 10).  Nationally, the capacity utilization ranges from 7 to 16% (Table 24). 

Such low utilization does not justify the capital expenditure on carbon capture 

equipment, even when the carbon price reaches $360/tCO2e (2019 CAD) by 2050 

(e.g., compare with 13% capacity utilization in Figure 11). 

This seasonal use of gas-fired generation is balanced against producing too much VRE 

in the summer and not enough VRE in the winter. The cost-optimized solution from the 

model results in full utilization of VRE in the winter and significant curtailment of VRE 

during the spring and summer (e.g., Figure 10 which shows ~20 TWh/yr of VRE 

curtailment in Alberta in 2050, equivalent to 10% of annual electricity demand). In this 

situation, using the surplus summer VRE to replace the gas-fired generation (at least 

the generation without CCS), would require adding a large amount of electricity storage 

capacity that is cycled only once per year. 
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Figure 10: Monthly use of gas-fired generation in Alberta versus renewable energy 

curtailment, with a rising carbon price, high electrification, high solar PV capacity factor 

and dispatchable load 

 

Comparing the levelized costs of electricity from gas-generation with a battery that is 

cycled once per year demonstrates why gas generation persists. Assuming the surplus 

VRE is stored in a low-cost flow battery (i.e., costs decline to $64/kWh in 2050, 2019 

CAD), using this energy from the summer during the winter has a levelized cost of over 

$9,000 MWh, more than 20 times higher than using gas-fired generation. This cost is 

entirely driven by the $/kWh storage capacity cost and assumes the input electricity is 

available at no cost. To break even with gas-fired generation, the capital cost per kWh 

of storage capacity would have to decline to about $2/kWh (compared to a lowest 

assumed cost of $64/kWh for the flow battery). 

However, the continued use of gas-fired generation is a low-confidence result because 

this analysis did not include any seasonal storage options.37 A preliminary scan of 

seasonal electricity storage costs indicates that storing hydrogen in geological 

formations (e.g., salt domes) is substantially cheaper than using gas-fired generation 

without CCS during the winter months (e.g., in Alberta, compare $138/MWh vs. 

$318/MWh, Figure 11). Furthermore, the VRE required to replace much of the gas 

generation is already being produced and wasted during the summer (e.g., in Figure 

10, the 20 TWh curtailed in Alberta in 2050 would cover the 5 TWh produced from 

 

37 As a side note, this analysis did not include any renewable natural gas that could be consumed by gas-fired generation. 

However, quick calculation using a $30/GJ renewable natural gas price (often quoted price for bulk production from woody 

or grassy feedstocks), shows that this option is not cost-competitive, either with or without CCS. 
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gas-fired generation without CCS, even with a rock-bottom roundtrip efficiency of 25%). 

Therefore, we are confident that including low-cost seasonal storage in this analysis 

would dramatically reduce the optimal amount of gas capacity and generation present 

by 2050. 

Figure 11: Levelized cost of “winter” electricity in Alberta in 2050, same scenario as 

previous figure 

Carbon price is $360 $/tCO2e; natural gas is 4 $/GJ; discount rate is 15% with 30 year project life; price of 

electricity is $0/MWh (assumed is surplus in the summer); Capital costs are taken from model inputs (see section 

4.1.5); Flow battery costs $64/kWh and 257 $/kW, with capacity (GW) and storage (GWh, set; H2 seasonal storage 

parameters are the same as the flow battery except that H2 storage is assumed to underground be in salt domes or 

other formations with cost based on Lord et al. (2011).38 

4.2.5. What are the most promising zero-emission 
generation options? 

After 2030, solar PV is by far the least-cost source of electricity, a function of the 

expectations for reduced capital costs and increased capacity factor included in this 

analysis. This is true in most regions of Canada, though some, such as Atlantic 

Canada, have similar amounts of wind and solar power. Consequently, when grid-scale 

storage is available, this generation option sees the greatest deployment during the 

study period with 114 GW of capacity added in scenarios with a rising carbon price and 

high electrification (Figure 12). There are substantial wind power capacity additions, 

but they are generally about three times smaller than the solar power capacity 

additions (Figure 12).  

 

38 Lord, A.S.; Kobos, P.H.; Klise G.T.; Borns, D.J. (2011). A Life Cycle Cost Analysis Framework for Geologic Storage of 

Hydrogen: A User’s Tool. Sandia National Laboratories. link 
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In a carbon constrained future, thermal generation with CCS tends to be outcompeted 

by VRE with storage. Generally speaking, the availability of energy and capacity from 

VRE with storage leaves relatively small windows of time in which thermal generation 

can operate, resulting in low annual utilization. Given that CCS is capital intensive, low-

utilization results in a high levelized cost. As shown above in Figure 10, this leaves it 

operating mostly during the winter and often only overnight. As such, this analysis only 

shows the addition of up to 16 GW of thermal generation capacity with CCS in Canada 

to 2050. However, we have less confidence in this result as it seems this capacity is 

providing energy that could be potentially be supplied at a lower cost by seasonal 

storage of VRE. Our hypothesis is that if this type of energy storage were included in 

the analysis, there would be even less CCS generation capacity. 

Finally, the results also show a relatively small quantity of nuclear and hydro capacity 

additions. Hydro has been constrained in the modeling to known projects in select 

provinces (e.g., Site C in BC).  

Figure 12: Zero-emission electricity capacity additions, present (2020) to 2050, with a rising 

carbon price, high electrification, new nuclear (SMR) and grid-scale storage available 
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4.2.6. What is the relative importance of energy storage 
for climate change mitigation? 

Grid-scale electricity storage facilitates deep GHG reductions by allowing an electricity 

system to produce fewer GHG emissions with a lower overall system cost. A 

comparison of the scenarios with a rising carbon price and a large amount of 

electrification, with and without storage, shows that the availability of grid-scale 

electricity storage: 

◼ Allows substantially more GHG abatement from the electricity sector, all  else being 

equal (notably the strength of policy/carbon price). 

➢ In 2050, when the carbon price has risen to over $350/tCO2, GHG emissions 

from the Canadian electricity sector are about 2 MtCO2e/yr with storage versus 6 

MtCO2e/yr without storage (excluding emissions from cogeneration, which are 

essentially indexed to assumptions for industrial electricity load and not affected 

by storage in this analysis). 

◼ Can reduce system costs by almost 10%. 

➢ This is equivalent to a reduction in electricity prices of close to $10/MWh. 

In short, grid-scale electricity storage enables a 50% reduction in the average GHG 

abatement cost in the electricity sector, all else being equal. As well, we have high 

confidence that this estimate represents a lower bound. Simulations with higher solar 

capacity factors show that the GHG and cost reduction benefit of grid-scale storage 

could be even larger. Likewise, if this analysis allowed VRE electricity generation to 

compete for the market segment occupied by cogeneration, or included options for 

seasonal storage, the GHG and cost reduction benefit of storage would be larger yet 

again. 

Although storage can simultaneously reduce electricity system GHG emissions and 

costs, it is not a pre-requisite for decarbonizing the electricity system. Without storage, 

a low-carbon electricity system would likely include: 

◼ More wind energy capacity and generation. 

➢ Without storage, the results show 30% more wind generation in 2050, compared 

with a scenario with storage. However, total VRE generation declines by 13% 

given that less solar PV capacity is installed. 

◼ More thermal generation with CCS 
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➢ Thermal generation with CCS is more than twice as large without grid-scale 

storage, though it still remains a relatively small part of overall generation 

(roughly 10% of Canada-wide generation in 2050). 

With a higher carbon price, there would be even greater deployment of these two 

sources of low-GHG electricity. For example, there would be further development of 

wind power at sites with lower quality wind resources. Likewise, CCS could be used 

with thermal generation that has lower capacity utilization (i.e., less generation over 

the life of the investment and less opportunity to recuperate the capital expense 

required for CCS). The electricity sector could still achieve deep GHG reductions but at 

a higher cost than with grid-scale storage. 

4.2.7. Summary of key conclusions 

Below we provide a summary of the key conclusions resulting from the modelling 

analysis: 

◼ Size of the market. With a continuation of current GHG policies (i.e., carbon price 

rises to $50/tCO2e in 2022), the market for grid-scale electricity storage grows to 

136 GWh and 35 GW by 2050 (equivalent to about 15% relative to generation 

capacity). The size of this market is most sensitive to the extent of electrification 

and the strength of GHG policy. With greater electrification of building space 

heating/cooling and transportation paired with a strong carbon price (rising to 

$360/tCO2e in 2050), the market for storage in 2050 is twice as large and includes 

a substantial market for shorter and longer duration storage (e.g., 4-5 hr storage 

and 16hr+ storage). 

◼ Value of storage. Storage reduces electricity system costs by billions of dollars per 

year. If GHG reduction policies do not get significantly stronger relative to today 

(2021), the value grows to $2-$4 billion/yr (2019 CAD) in 2050. With substantially 

stronger GHG policy, the value almost triples to $8 billion/yr (2019 CAD), equivalent 

to a reduction in electricity prices on the order of 8 $/MWh relative to a world 

without electricity storage. 

◼ Uncertainty in the market for storage and its value. These forecasts for the size of 

the storage market and the value it provides within the electricity system are a 

conservative lower bound. There are additional markets where storage, paired with 

wind and solar energy, can provide value, but they were not included in the analysis. 

These markets include supplying electricity to industries that might otherwise 

cogenerate electricity and providing seasonal electricity-storage. 
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◼ The value of dispatchable load and its impact on the market for grid-scale 

electricity storage. Dispatchable loads substantially reduce the size of the market 

for grid-scale electricity storage because they both provide similar services within 

the electricity system. Nonetheless, the combined value of storage and 

dispatchable load is larger than the value provided by either on its own. As well, this 

analysis did not simulate the adoption and deployment of dispatchable load, only its 

operation and impact on the market for storage. Therefore, the results only show 

that dispatchable load can be an important determinant of the size of the storage 

market, but they do not indicate whether its adoption in the first place is a low or 

high probability outcome. 

◼ The role of gas-fired generation in a low-carbon electricity system. The continued 

use of gas-fired generation, often with CCS, may be a cost-effective component of a 

low-carbon electricity system, but this is likely only true if there is no seasonal 

storage of renewable electricity. By 2040 and 2050, gas-fired generation is mostly 

used in the winter when there is insufficient solar energy. At the same time, there is 

significant curtailment of solar PV generation in the summer. Cost-effective 

seasonal storage of this surplus summer electricity, perhaps as hydrogen stored 

underground, could substantially reduce the use of gas-fired generation and 

capacity. 

◼ The most promising zero-GHG emissions generation options. Within a carbon-

constrained Canadian electricity system, solar PV generation appears to be the 

most promising zero-GHG generation technology after 2030 (in most regions, where 

Atlantic Canada relies on a greater mix of wind and solar energy). When paired with 

a variety of storage types, such as shorter duration (4hr) lithium-ion batteries and 

longer-duration (16hr+ flow batteries), it becomes a major source of energy and 

capacity. By 2050, solar PV could account for 40% of installed capacity and about 

30% of annual electricity generation in a carbon constrained world. 

◼ The role of grid-scale electricity storage in GHG mitigation. Electricity storage is an 

important technology that facilitates decarbonization of the electricity system. In the 

Canadian context, results show that over the next several decades, grid-scale 

electricity storage can substantially reduce GHG emissions while also reducing 

system costs, approximately reducing the average cost of GHG abatement by 50%. 

4.2.8. Limitations and opportunities for future research 

Like any modeling effort, this project has limitations due to scope and the chosen 

analytical framework. The following dynamics could be examined as part of additional 

modeling efforts to build on this work and provide an even more comprehensive 

analysis of the future of Canada’s electricity system.  
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◼ The relative value of different chemistries or storage mediums. The approach 

taken in this study did not distinguish between different storage mediums providing 

similar storage durations. By interacting with key model parameters on reserve 

requirements, additional granularity could provide insight into the relative value of 

different storage mediums.  

◼ The impact of extremely low-cost, flexible, and/or cogenerating small modular 

reactors. While relatively low-cost nuclear reactors that could be deployed in a more 

modular form were incorporated into the analysis, they were hampered by the 

limited need for new baseload power. Though they were assumed to have 

operational characteristics similar to existing nuclear plants, most small modular 

reactors designs are targeting higher value use cases such as combined heat and 

power (i.e., cogeneration) and load flexibility. This study suggests that to compete 

within the Canadian electricity grid, these plants will require cost and performance 

characteristics matching those projected for gas with carbon capture technology.  

◼ The impact of significant but uncertain new sources of electricity demand. 

Significant new sources of demand could include the full electrification of space 

heat and freight transport, as well as deeper levels of industrial electrification. 

Depending on the size, scale, and application of hydrogen in a net-zero world, the 

electricity system may be called upon to an even greater degree to support large 

scale electrolysis, and/or could crowd needed investments in dedicated wind and 

solar projects. Finally, direct air capture may become a cost-effective means of 

mitigating hard-to-abate GHG emissions, and could require substantial electricity 

depending on the scale of this need.  

◼ The relative cost and availability of additional demand response and other 

distributed energy resources. While dispatchable loads were explored as a zero-cost 

scenario and were found to have substantial potential value, these technologies are 

extremely diverse in cost and performance. In addition, consumer acceptance of 

these technologies is uncertain. Given the sensitivity of key variables to the 

availability of this capability, the potential for dispatchable load is an important area 

of future inquiry.  

◼ The value of new transmission lines. This analysis did not examine the potential for 

new transmission lines to be constructed between provinces or with the US (beyond 

those currently planned), meaning these results are based on a grid with 

substantial electricity trade constraints. Both sensitivity analysis with new lines 

included and representing endogenous transmission development could be of 

value. For example, other research shows that transmission could displace the role 

of gas, particularly in scenarios with increasing carbon pricing.  
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◼ The potential change in electricity prices associated with distribution level costs. 

This analysis employed a wholesale-level model, meaning it only reflects the cost of 

delivering electricity via transmission lines into local distribution networks. These 

networks typically comprise about 40-60% of total consumer electricity costs 

depending on the province and electricity retailer.  

◼ The potential of adding additional hydroelectric capacity at existing sites. One key 

omission in the modelling was the potential to add new capacity to existing 

hydroelectric sites. This opportunity is unique to Canada and could potentially 

provide reliability at a very low-costs even relative to simple cycle gas turbines. 

Understanding this potential is challenging and limited data are available.  

◼ Value of wind, solar, and storage using a probabilistic approach. This analysis was 

deterministic, meaning the full complexity of the variance of wind and solar power 

alongside other power sources was not captured. However, whether this would help 

or hamper these resources is unclear, as better probabilistic representation could 

result in more wind and solar being relied on during peak periods, or could just as 

plausibly result in high-risk periods requiring additional firm generation capacity or 

energy storage. 

◼ The potential to reduce emissions from cogeneration. This study relied on a simple 

assumption that demand for cogeneration is fixed to industrial growth. In other 

words, this industrial load could not have been satisfied by any other type of 

electricity generation paired with stand-alone heat production. Future work could 

examine the response of cogeneration to electricity sector and decarbonization 

policy. 
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Appendix A: Current electricity 
supply policies 

Table 25 lists the policies included in the modeling. 

Table 25: Current policies in included in the modeling 

Region Policy Description 

Renewable portfolio standards 

Alberta Alberta’s Renewable Electricity Act39 requiring that 30% of electricity 

produced in the province come from renewable sources by 2030 

with interim targets of 15% by 2022, 20% by 2025, and 26% by 

2028. 

British Columbia British Columbia’s Clean Energy Act40 requiring that 93% of 

electricity produced in the province come from clean or renewable 
sources. The province currently has a 98% clean electricity share, 

which is expected to further grow due to investment in projects such 

as the Site C hydro dam41. 

New Brunswick New Brunswick’s renewable portfolio standard42 requiring that 40% 

of electricity consumed come from renewable sources including from 

renewable-sourced imports. 

Nova Scotia Nova Scotia’s renewable electricity regulation43 requiring that 40% of 

electricity consumed come from renewable sources including from 

renewable-sourced imports. 

 

39 Government of Alberta. (2020). Renewable Electricity Act. Statutes of Alberta, 2016 Chapter R-16.5. 
Available from: 

https://www.qp.alberta.ca/1266.cfm?page=r16p5.cfm&leg_type=Acts&isbncln=9780779814060. 

40 Government of British Columbia. (2010). Clean Energy Act. [SBC 2010] Chapter 22. Available from: 
https://www.bclaws.ca/civix/document/id/consol24/consol24/00_10022_01. 

41 BC Hydro. (2020). Projects. Available from: https://www.bchydro.com/energy-in-bc/projects.html. 

42 Government of New Brunswick. (2015). New Brunswick Regulation 2015-60 under the Electricity Act (O.C. 
2015-263). Available from: http://laws.gnb.ca/en/showdoc/cr/2015-60 

43 Government of Nova Scotia. (2020). Renewable Electricity Regulations made under Section 5 of the 
Electricity Act S.N.S. 2004, c. 25. Available from: 

https://novascotia.ca/just/regulations/regs/elecrenew.htm#TOC3_7. 

https://www.qp.alberta.ca/1266.cfm?page=r16p5.cfm&leg_type=Acts&isbncln=9780779814060
https://www.bclaws.ca/civix/document/id/consol24/consol24/00_10022_01
https://www.bchydro.com/energy-in-bc/projects.html
http://laws.gnb.ca/en/showdoc/cr/2015-60
https://novascotia.ca/just/regulations/regs/elecrenew.htm#TOC3_7
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Region Policy Description 

Coal phase-outs 

Federal Requirements for new coal-fired electricity plants to remain under 

420 tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions per Gigawatt hour 

(tCO2e/GWh)44. 

Federal Phase out of traditional coal-fired electricity plants by requiring 

existing plants to remain under 420 tCO2e/GWh after 2029. Applies 

to all provinces except Nova Scotia who has an equivalency 
agreement with the federal government which includes a 

greenhouse gas (GHG) cap for electricity production45. 

Ontario 2014 coal phase out46. 

Other policies 

Federal/ Provincial Federal and provincial carbon pricing47 rising to $50/t CO2e by 2022 

where it stays constant in nominal terms thereafter. 

Nova Scotia Nova Scotia’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions Regulations48 capping 

annual electricity generation GHG emissions at 7.5 Mt CO2e in 
2020. The cap is reduced to 6 Mt CO2e in 2025 and 4.5 Mt CO2e in 

2030 where it stays constant thereafter. 

 

44 Government of Canada. (2018). Technical backgrounder: Federal regulations for electricity sector. Available 

from: https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/managing-pollution/energy-
production/technical-backgrounder-regulations-2018.html. 

45 Government of Canada. (2018). Canada Gazette Part II, Vol. 152, No. 25. Available from: 
http://www.gazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/p2/2018/2018-12-12/pdf/g2-15225.pdf. 

46 Government of Ontario. (2015). Ending Coal for Cleaner Air Act, 2015, S.O. 2015, c. 25 - Bill 9. Available 
from: 
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/s15025#:~:text=Bill%209%20has%20been%20enacted,facilities%20aft

er%20December%2031%2C%202014. 

47 Government of Canada. (2020). Pricing pollution: how it will work. Available from: 

https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/climate-change/pricing-pollution-how-it-will-

work.html. 

48 Government of Nova Scotia. (2009). Greenhouse Gas Emissions Regulations made under subsection 28(6) 
and Section 112 of the Environment Act. Available from: 

https://novascotia.ca/just/Regulations/regs/envgreenhouse.htm. 

https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/managing-pollution/energy-production/technical-backgrounder-regulations-2018.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/managing-pollution/energy-production/technical-backgrounder-regulations-2018.html
http://www.gazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/p2/2018/2018-12-12/pdf/g2-15225.pdf
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/s15025#:~:text=Bill%209%20has%20been%20enacted,facilities%20after%20December%2031%2C%202014.
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/s15025#:~:text=Bill%209%20has%20been%20enacted,facilities%20after%20December%2031%2C%202014.
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/climate-change/pricing-pollution-how-it-will-work.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/climate-change/pricing-pollution-how-it-will-work.html
https://novascotia.ca/just/Regulations/regs/envgreenhouse.htm
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Region Policy Description 

Ontario Ontario’s planned renewable electricity capacity additions49. 

Ontario Ontario’s plan to refurbish ten nuclear power plant units with a total 

capacity of 9,800 MW between 2016 and 203350. 

 

 

 

49 IESO. (2020). Large Renewable Procurement. Available from: http://www.ieso.ca/Sector-Participants/Energy-

Procurement-Programs-and-Contracts/Large-Renewable-Procurement. 

50 Government of Ontario. (2018). Chapter 2. Ensuring a Flexible Energy System. Available from: 
https://www.ontario.ca/document/ontarios-long-term-energy-plan-2017-order-council-21202017/chapter-2-

ensuring-flexible-energy-system#section-8. 

http://www.ieso.ca/Sector-Participants/Energy-Procurement-Programs-and-Contracts/Large-Renewable-Procurement
http://www.ieso.ca/Sector-Participants/Energy-Procurement-Programs-and-Contracts/Large-Renewable-Procurement
https://www.ontario.ca/document/ontarios-long-term-energy-plan-2017-order-council-21202017/chapter-2-ensuring-flexible-energy-system#section-8
https://www.ontario.ca/document/ontarios-long-term-energy-plan-2017-order-council-21202017/chapter-2-ensuring-flexible-energy-system#section-8
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Appendix B: Introduction to gTech 
Navius’ gTech energy economy model was used to simulate electricity demand by end -

use and province. This demand was used as an input to define the load curves used in 

the IESD model.  

gTech is unique among energy-economy models because it combines features that are 

typically only found in separate models (see Figure 13): 

◼ A realistic representation of how households and firms select technologies and 

processes that affect their energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. 

◼ An exhaustive accounting of the economy at large, including how provinces and 

territories interact with each other and the rest of the world. 

◼ A detailed representation of energy supply, including liquid fuel (crude oil and 

biofuel), gaseous fuel (natural gas and renewable natural gas) and electricity. 

Figure 13: The gTech model 

 

gTech builds on three of Navius’ previous models (CIMS, GEEM and OILTRANS/IESD), combining their best 

elements into a comprehensive integrated framework. 

Simulating technological choice  

Technological choice is one of the most critical decisions that influence energy 

consumption greenhouse gas emissions in Canada. For example, if a household 

chooses to purchase an electric vehicle over a gasoline car, that decision will reduce 

Energy 
Supply
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their emissions. Similarly, if a mining facility chooses to electrify its operations, that 

decision reduces its emissions. 

gTech provides a detailed accounting of the types of energy-related technologies 

available to households and businesses. In total, gTech includes more than 200 

technologies across more than 50 end-uses (e.g., light-duty vehicle travel, residential 

space heating, industrial process heat, management of agricultural manure). 

Naturally, technological choice is influenced by many factors. Table 26 summarizes 

key factors that influence technological choice and the extent to which these factors 

are included in gTech. 

Table 26: Technological choice dynamics captured by gTech 

Criteria  Description 

Purchasing 
(capital) costs 

Purchasing costs are simply the upfront cost of purchasing a technology. Every 
technology in gTech has a unique capital cost that is based on research conducted 
by Navius. Everything else being equal (which is rarely the case), households and 

firms prefer technologies with a lower purchasing cost. 

Energy costs Energy costs are a function of two factors: (1) the price for energy (e.g., cents per 
litre of gasoline) and (2) the energy requirements of an individual technology (e.g., 
a vehicle’s fuel economy, measured in litres per 100 km). In gTech, the energy 

requirements for a given technology are fixed, but the price for energy is 
determined by the model. The method of “solving” for energy prices is discussed in 

more detail below. 

Time 
preference of 
capital 

Most technologies have both a purchasing cost as well as an energy cost. 
Households and businesses must generally incur a technology’s purchasing cost 
before they incur the energy costs. In other words, a household will buy a vehicle 

before it needs to be fueled. As such, there is a tradeoff between near-term capital 
costs and long-term energy costs. 

gTech represents this tradeoff using a “discount rate”. Discount rates are 
analogous to the interest rate used for a loan. The question then becomes: is a 

household willing to incur greater upfront costs to enable energy or emissions 
savings in the future? Many energy modelers use a “financial” discount rate 
(commonly between 5% and 10%). However, given the objective of forecasting how 

households and firms are likely to respond to climate policy, gTech employs 
behaviourally realistic discount rates of between 8% and 25% to simulate 

technological choice. Research consistently shows that households and firms do 
not make decisions using a financial discount rate, but rather use significantly 

higher rates.51 

 

51 For example, see: Rivers, N., & Jaccard, M. 2006. Useful models for simulating policies to induce technological change. 

Energy policy, 34(15), 2038-2047; Axsen, J., Mountain, D.C., Jaccard, M., 2009. Combining stated and revealed choice 

research to simulate the neighbor effect: The case of hybrid-electric vehicles. Resource and Energy Economics 31, 221-

238. 
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Criteria  Description 

Technology 
specific 
preferences 

In addition to preferences around near-term and long-term costs, households (and 
even firms) exhibit “preferences” towards certain types of technologies. These 
preferences are often so strong that they can overwhelm most other factors 

(including financial ones). For example, buyers of passenger vehicles can be 
concerned about the driving range and available charging infrastructure, some may 

worry about the risk of buying new technology, and some may see the vehicle as a 

“status symbol” that they value52. gTech quantifies these technology-specific 

preferences as “non-financial” costs, which are added to the technology choice 

algorithm. 

The diverse 

nature of 
Canadians 

Canadians are not a homogenous group. Individuals are unique and will weigh 

factors differently when choosing what type of technology to purchase. For 
example, one household may purchase a Toyota Prius while their neighbour 

purchases an SUV and another takes transit. 

gTech uses a “market share” equation in which technologies with the lowest net 
costs (including all the cost dynamics described above) achieve the greatest 

market share, but technologies with higher net costs may still capture some 

market share53. As a technology becomes increasingly costly relative to its 

alternatives, that technology earns less market share. 

Changing costs 
over time 

Costs for technologies are not fixed over time. For example, the cost of electric 
vehicles has come down significantly over the past few years, and costs are 

expected to continue declining in the future54. Similarly, costs for many other 

energy efficient devices and emissions-reducing technologies have declined and 

are expected to continue declining. gTech accounts for whether and how costs for 
technologies are projected to decline over time and/or in response to cumulative 

production of that technology. 

Policy One of the most important drivers of technological choice is government policy. 
Current federal, provincial and territorial initiatives in Canada are already altering 

the technological choices households and firms make through various policies 
such as: (1) incentive programs, which pay for a portion of the purchasing cost of a 
given technology; (2) regulations, which either require a group of technologies to be 

purchased or prevent another group of technologies from being purchased; (3) 
carbon pricing, which increases fuel costs in proportion to their carbon content; (4) 

variations in other tax policy (e.g., whether or not to charge GST on a given 
technology); and (5) flexible regulations, like the federal clean fuel standard which 

will create a market for compliance credits. gTech simulates the combined effects 
of all these types of policies implemented together. 

 

52 Kormos, C., Axsen, J., Long, Z., Goldberg, S., 2019. Latent demand for zero-emissions vehicles in Canada (Part 2): 

Insights from a stated choice experiment. Transportation Research Part D: Transport and Environment 67, 685-702. 

53 Rivers, N., & Jaccard, M. (2006). Useful models for simulating policies to induce technological change. Energy policy, 

34(15), 2038-2047. 

54 Nykvist, B., Sprei, F., & Nilsson, M. (2019). Assessing the progress toward lower priced long range battery electric 

vehicles. Energy Policy, 124, 144-155. 
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Understanding the macroeconomic impacts of policy 

As a full macroeconomic model (specifically, a “general equilibrium model”), gTech 

provides insight about how policies affect the economy at large. The key 

macroeconomic dynamics captured by gTech are summarised in Table 27.  

Table 27: Macroeconomic dynamics captured by gTech 

Dynamic  Description 

Comprehensive 
coverage of 
economic activity 

gTech accounts for all economic activity in Canada as measured by Statistics 

Canada national accounts55. Specifically, it captures all sector activity, all 

gross domestic product, all trade of goods and services and the transactions 
that occur between households, firms and government. As such, the model 

provides a forecast of how government policy affects many different economic 
indicators, including gross domestic product, investment, household income 

and jobs. 

Full equilibrium 
dynamics 

gTech ensures that all markets in the model return to equilibrium (i.e., that the 
supply for a good or service is equal to its demand). This means that a 
decision made in one sector is likely to have ripple effects throughout the 

entire economy. For example, greater demand for electricity requires greater 
electricity production. In turn, greater production necessitates greater 

investment and demand for goods and services from the electricity sector, 
increasing demand for labor in construction services and ultimately leading to 

higher wages.  

The model also accounts for price effects. For example, the electricity sector 
can pass policy compliance costs on to households, who may alter their 

demand for electricity and other goods and services (e.g., by switching to 
technologies that consume other fuels and/or reducing consumption of other 

goods and services). 

Sector detail gTech provides a detailed accounting of sectors in Canada. In total, gTech 
simulates how policies affect over 80 sectors of the economy. Each of these 
sectors produces a unique good or service (e.g., the mining sector produces 

ore, while the trucking sector produces transport services) and requires 
specific inputs into production. 

Labor and capital 

markets 

Labor and capital markets must also achieve equilibrium in the model. The 

availability of labor can change with the “real” wage rate (i.e., the wage rate 
relative to the consumption level). If the real wage increases, the availability of 

labor increases. The model also accounts for “equilibrium unemployment”. 

Capital markets are introduced in more detail below. 

 

55 Statistics Canada. Supply and Use Tables. Available from: www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/en/catalogue/15-602-X 

file:///G:/My%20Drive/Projects%20060+/131%20-%20BC%20Ongoing/Deliverables/2019-01-09%20(Revised%20Report)/www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/en/catalogue/15-602-X
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Dynamic  Description 

Interactions 
between regions 

Economic activity in Canada is highly influenced by interactions among 
provinces/territories, with the United States and with countries outside of 
North America. Each province in the model interacts with other regions via (1) 

the trade of goods and services, (2) capital movements, (3) government 
taxation and (4) various types of “transfers” between regions (e.g., the federal 

government provides transfers to provincial and territorial governments). 

The version of gTech used for this project accounts for 10 Canadian provinces, 
the territories aggregated as a single region and the United States. The model 

simulates each of the interactions described above, and how interactions may 
change in response to policy. 

Households On one hand, households earn income from the economy at large. On the 
other, households use this income to consume different goods and services. 

gTech accounts for each of these dynamics, and how either changes with 
policy. 

Understanding energy supply markets 

gTech accounts for all major energy supply markets, including electricity, refined 

petroleum products and natural gas. Each market is characterized by resource 

availability and production costs by province and territory, as well as costs and 

constraints (e.g., pipeline capacity) of transporting energy between regions. 

Low carbon energy sources can be introduced within each fuel stream in response to 

policy, including renewable electricity and bioenergy. The model accounts for the 

availability and cost of bioenergy feedstocks, allowing it to provide insight about the 

economic effects of emission reduction policy, biofuels policy and the approval of 

pipelines. 

gTech: The benefits of merging macroeconomics with technological 
detail 

By merging the three features described above (technological detail, macroeconomic 

dynamics, and energy supply dynamics), gTech can provide extensive insight into the 

effect of climate and energy policy. 

First, gTech can provide insights related to technological change by answering 

questions such as: 

◼ How do policies affect technological adoption (e.g., how many electric vehicles are 

likely to be on the road in 2030 or 2050)? 

◼ How does technological adoption affect energy consumption and greenhouse gas 

emissions? 
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Second, gTech can provide insights related to macroeconomics by answering 

questions such as: 

◼ How do policies affect gross domestic product? 

◼ How do policies affect individual sectors of the economy? 

◼ Are households affected by the policy? 

◼ Does the policy affect energy prices or any other price in the model (e.g., food 

prices)? 

Third, gTech answers questions related to its energy supply modules: 

◼ Will a policy generate more supply of renewable fuels or greater demand for 

electricity? 

◼ Does policy affect the cost of transporting refined petroleum products, and 

therefore the price of gasoline in Canada? 

Finally, gTech provides insight into areas where there is overlap between its various 

features: 

◼ What is the effect of investing carbon revenue into low- and zero-carbon 

technologies? This question can only be answered with a model such as gTech. 

◼ What are the macroeconomic impacts of technology-focused policies (e.g., how 

might a zero-emissions vehicle standard impact GDP)? 

◼ Do biofuels focused policies affect (1) technological choice and (2) the 

macroeconomy? 

This modeling toolkit allows for a comprehensive examination of the impacts of energy 

and climate change policy in Canada. It also provides realistic forecasts of electricity 

demand to inform IESD. 
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